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NOTE TO READERS  

This study was carried out by Queen's:University on behalf 
of the Government.of Canada and was funded-by the Department - 
of Communications  and the Department of SupplY and Services. 
The conclusions and recommendations.contained in this 
report are those of theaUthors  and do not necèsearily 
represent theLvieWs of the GoVernment-of Canada.. • 

This study waS cemmissioned for this:purpose of identifying 
the speeificcommunicetions needs of the:hearing-impaired in 
Canada. Several of the.reCommendationaeutlined:on pages. 

' 	58 to . É.1 go'_beyond the terms of -reference:agreed Upon fOr . this 
research and:could:not  be  implemented under:existing Canadign 
law. Readers should alSo be aWaref.that:the . Canadian Redid- - 
television and TelecomMunications CommissiOn- (CRTC)  does not 
'regulate Most of the telephone companiesin Canada. Many . 

 telephone, companies fall under the jurisdiction of provincial 
governments, 

,However, it-is hoped that the basic heeds  data contained in 
this report:will prove useful for all interested parties 
(government,  indus try  and hearing-impaired organizations) in 
the planning and implementation- of  improved communications 
services for the Canadian heating-impaired tteMmunity. 

Department of Communications 
1980 
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I. 	DEFINITION  AND INTRODUCTION  

IN THIS INVESTIGATION THE "DEAF" WERE REGARDE'D AS THO .SE  WITH SUCH 

MARKED DEGREES OF HEARING LOSS, ALMOST ALWAYS ACQUIRED AT BIRTH OR 

. SHORTLY A.FTER, THAT THEY CANNOT COMPREHEND SPEECH FOR NORMAL PURPOSES 

OF COMMUNICATION. THE "HARD OF HEARING" ARE REGARDED AS THOSE WHO, 

THOUGH HAVING MARKED LOSSES OF HEARING, ARE ABLE TO COMPRÈHEND A 

CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF SPEECH.  PARTICULARLY WHEN IT IS AMPLIFIED. 
THE DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING TOGETHER MAKE UP A CATEGORY OF HANDICAPPED 

PERSONS COMMONLY TERMED THE "HEARING...IMPAIRED". 

It might have been possible if more time had been available, to 

provide some clinical audiological data derived mainly from hearing 

test results, in quantifying the degrees of hearing loss in the 

subjects in the study. 	However, such tests would not necessarily 

have yielded particularly useful behavioural information on the 

cases concerned. 	Consequently, it was felt by the writers that 

functional classifications of subjects as "deaf" and "hard of hearing" 

(decided largely by professionals who knew them) would be as valid 

as any other in determining those who fell into these categories in 

a truly functional sense. 

This study has been, to a considerable extent, a follow up of a 

report by Licker(1978) of St. Paul's University, Ottawa, on 

"Communications •and the Handicapped". 	One of his three recommendations 

was for the .nepartment of Communications to sponsor 

"A study of the communication needs and the means to meet 

those needs for the dea .f and hard of hearing in Canada." 

This research was conducted with the underlying rationale that 

communication facilities should be as available to hearing-impaired 

people as to the rest of the population. 	The areas investigated 

were predominantly teletype usage, captioning and signed interpreting 

on television, safety devices and interpreters in the case of the 

deaf; and telephones, hearing aids, captioning and safety devices 

in the case of the hard of hearing. 	Both groups were asked questions 

about costs and asked to provide a certain amount of demographic 

data regarding themselves. 
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Readers should note that, for convenience, percentages have been 

rounded off to avoid showing decimal values. 	In some cases, this 

has led to a column adding to, for example, 102%. 
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THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT  

The 1970's have seen a deepening public awareness of the handicapped-

particularly the imperceptibly handicappedj In broad terms, they 

include»disabled senior citizens, people with communication disorders, 

the retarded and the emotionally disturbdd. The more obviously 

handicapped, such as those with orthopedic and visual difficulties, 

for instance, have traditionally received more attention than the 

former group. 

The gap between them is closing although the reasons for this are 

not always easy to ascertain. 	Probably many of them derive from 

sociological factors, including fall-out from the surplus wealth 

of modern society, some of which has been mobilised for use by the 

less fortunate of its constituents. 	Similarly, the impact of 

radio and television has made the handicapped peson the subject of 

documentary programs that have reached millions of homes. 	In 

addition, many markedly hearing-impaired people (and their advocates) 

have taken exception to the Victorian convention of placing them, 

like criminals, in total institutions both as children and as adults. 

In these asylums, which have not yet been'totally diswantled, social 

'development has been stifled and educational and . ti-aining levels were 

extremely low. 	This repression of some handicapped groups,that was 

dually a function of benighted charity and pure social convenience 

was severely, if belatedly, ruptured by the impact of technology. 

Although the visually impaired have used effective spectacles for 

about a century, those who suffered from deafness did not have 

electronic hearing aids until after about 1940, and smaller 

transistorized models until the mid-fifties. 	The development of 

these was probably the most important single step yet taken in 

allowing the great majority of hearing-impaired individuals to break 

the sound barrier. 

Many deaf people,who were regarded as "dumb" since Aristotle 

proclaimed them to be the equal of idiots more than 2,000 years ago, 

found that they had useful hearing and succeeding generations, aided 

by gradually improving teaching techniques, developed speech that 
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was relatively normal. 

Today many people, especially those who were educated in segregated 

settings, feel bitterness towards the hearing world. 	They believe 

that their schools did not give them appropriate education, and that 

society does not fully understand them. 	The conclusions they draw 

are valid and they are often literate enough to express them. 	Those 

who are hard of hearing are less frustrated, as would be expected, 

and appropriate use of hearing aidsAlas made many of them able to 

participate in most of the activities of their choice. 	However, 

many of them have their frustrations also, with the.still not perfect 

design and fitting of hearing aids, and the wide spread disregard 

of the vastness  •of their numbers. 	Theirs' is, indeed, a highly 

imperceptible handicap. 

rThe 1970's have seen an upsurge in "deaf power", and the discontent 

of many deaf people in society,who felt they were not emancipated, 

• 	has focused on démands to have full access to the facilities of 

.to-day's culture by means of the visual modality. 	The growth of 

teletype usage has allowed them to converse with each other and 

with an ever increasing number of normally hearing people. 	Although 

the generally low educational levels of deaf persons, who were 

students in a segregated setting, have made it difficult for them 

to be as well-organized as many other handicapped groups, they have 

become increasingly aware of the potential value of communication 

and particularly of television, in moving their social role from 

the gutter towards the high seas of life. 	Particularly interesting 

to them has been the use of super-imposed manual communication in 

parts of television news casts, and the use of captioning of entire 

news and other programs. 	"Deaf power", advancing technology, more 

empathetic government and community consciousness on the part of 

broadcàsters, has now created a situation in which the entire 

hearing-impaired population of the developed nations seems to be 

within years, if not months, of a breakthrough as significant as 

the development of the electronic, transistorized hearing aid. 

Transistorized teletype units, captioned television and the implications 

and ramifications of them are likely to up-grade educational levels 

through their use in homes and schools and bring information to 
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deaf people in a quantity and quality unknown until now. 	The 

phenomenon of "closed" captioning particularly has been the most 

important single development in the past few years, and it is 

probable that, inside ten years, the hearing-impaired will have the 

opportunity of living in the kind of"global village"which most other 

people will regard as too great a future shock. 

Canada has perhaps greater access to a wide variety of international 

television than any other country in the world, partly as a result 

of its numerous cable systems. 	It also has access to the most 

sophisticated and versatile  technology available to telegraphic 

and television networks. 	It is hard to avoid the conclusion that 

this country is about to lead the world in bringing the currently 

immeasurable virtues and values of the media, and telegraphic 

dialogue, to one of the most handicapped and disabled groups in 

society. 
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3: 	OBJECTIVES 

The study was i undertaken to Rrovide guidelines to the Federal 	, 

Government on the cOmmUnication needs of hearing-impaired people 

across the country. 

For the deaf the aimS of the study were to ascertain: 

- the quality and quantity Of teletype units available, 

vi. ews On neW sorts of units coming onto the market, notably 

the Visual Eàr, 

- difficulties encountered with old TTY equipment, 

- the frequency and -nature of TTY usage, 

- the 'accessibility and future use of captioned televisfon, and 

signed interpreting for televi-sion broadcasts, 

- relative preferences for these two forms of converting the 

« 	audio portion of television signals into visual patterns, 

- knowledge of, and reactions to, future developments in the 

• area  of  captioning, espéciallY closed captions and the use 

of decoders, 

- the present and future role of cable television, 	• 

;‹.. the use made of,  and the need expressed for, various 'safety 

and alarm devices, 

, 	the need for, and availability of, interpreter services, 

amounts paid'for, and amounts Ythat people woUld be willing ta 

pay in the future for, various special services and devices. 

For the hard of hearing, the aims of the study were to determine: 

- the awareness and usage of special telephone features, 

• - general and specific difficulties encountered in using 

telephones, 

- awareness of such special features for making telephone usage 

easier, 

- where applicable information on the value of such devices, 

- the value of captioned television, 

- views on the usefulness of safety and alarm devices, 
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- the availability of hearing aids that have telecoil pickups 

(T-switc-hes)*, 

- opinions on the role of aids with telecoil pickups (T-switches)*, 

- views on the prices paid for special services and facilities. 

4. METHODOLOGY  
• 

4.1. 	Population  

The.total population of Canada, aCcording to the 1976 census, is. 

approximately 23,000,000. 	Williams, Darbyshire and Vaghy (1979 and 

1980), have reported on an epidemiological study of about 5,250 people 

who composed a stratified sample of the population of south7eastern 

Ontario. 	Persons, who were 18 months of age or over, were estimated 

to have a prevalence rate of hearing loss very similar to that in 

other investigations.based on direct testing and not on mail-out 

surveys or door-to-door interviews. 	In establishing prevalence rates 

among many handicapped groups, "second-hand" data are held to be 

relatively unreliable because even when response rates are high, the 

family member or members supplying information often tend to-  deny the 

existence of a handicappi,ng condition . in someone.to whom they  are, 

related. 	It is possible to infer, tentatively, from the epidemiological 

study referred to that, although incidence rates will vary somewhat 

from area to area, there are approximately 11,500 people in the country . 

 who can be classified as deaf, and perhaps another 80,000 who can 

•be classified as hard of hearing. 	(These figures are based on 

extimated prevalence rates of 11n 2,000 and 1 in 300). 

*Frequently, telephone receivers have provided magnetic leakage, which 
allowed hearing aids, equipped with a telecoil, to pick up signals 
with relatively li .ttle interference. 	The availability of, such 
telephones varies considerably from province to province, and when 
they are not available the hearing-impaired have little option, but 
attempt to listen to the signal from the receiver through the micro-
phone of their aids. 	In addition to the magnetic coupling referred 
to above, other devices are available to make tel , ephone listening 
easier. 	Again, there is much variation in facilities and service 
from province to province. 	The equipment on the market includes a 
clip-on 	or built-in amplifier with a volume control, which makes 
the signal strength greater, 	an audible signal which increases the 
volume of the telephone's ring and a visible signal which attracts 
attention to the ringing phone by means of light. 
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4.2. 	The Sample  

A total of between 600 and 700 persons were requested to take part 

in the survey. 	Of these, 337 agreed and all were interviewed. 

Agreement to participate was indicated by the return of the consent 

forms, the English version which is shown in Appendix I, to the 

Human Communication Unit or to the local agency involved in organizing 

the study. 	No attempt was made to create a random sample, although 

the wide geographic spread of the subjects, the diversity of their 

hearing losses and ages, in addition  to  the large number of agencies 

through which they were contacted, insured that the group would be 

fairly typical of hearing-impaired individuals in Canada. 

The sample, which consisted of 136 deaf subjects and 201 hard of 

hearing subjects, was drawn from all of the 'provinces with the 

exception of Newfoundland. 	As is shown in Table 1, the interviewing 

iook place mainly in large centres of population, but it was hoped 

that at least 5% of the cases would live more than 15 miles from 

urban centres of over 50,000 people. 	Undoubtedly, this urban 

concentration would create a degree of bias in the sample, although 

it should be noted that the hearing-impaired tend to congregate in 

large cities where more services and facilities exist than in rural 

areas. 	To vigorously seek out a large number of rural dwellers to 

interview would have proved extremely costly in terms of both time 

and money, and could not be undertaken within the budget a-nd time 

frame of the research. 

Some bias may also have resulted from the fact that all of the 

respondents were required to, at least, sign the consent form they 

received, and those with low literacy levels may have been reluctant 

to take  part  because of anticipated difficulties in understanding 

the interview to which the covering letter referred. 
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TABLE 1 

Location of Interview 

Deaf Cases  '  Hard of Hearing Cases  

Location  Number 	Percentage 	Number 	Percentage  

Vancouver 	17 	13 	- 	16 	. 	8 

Edmonton 	12 	9 	. 	• 18 	9 

Regina 	1 	. 	1 	• 	12 6 , 

Winnipeg 	' 11 	8 	. 	15 	8 

Thunder Bay 	S 	3 	- 	8 	4 

Toronto 	28. 	21 	- 	23 	11 

Kingston 	0 	. 	O. 	-, 	' 	13 	' 	7 

Ottawa-Hull 	8 	6 	14 	7 

Montreal 	32 	23 	50 	25 

Quebec City 	. 1 	1 	2 	1 

New Brunswick 	10. 	7 	. 18 	,, 9 

Nova Scotia 	10 	7 	. 	. 11 	6 

P.E.I. 	1 	.1 	1 	1  

TOTAL 	136 	. 	100 	201. 	102 

Although approximately 50% of the hearing-impaired population is over 

the age of 65, it was decided at the outset to have the majority 

of the respondents in the younger age groups. 	This was intended to 

help insure that the results obtained in the survey would be as 

projective as possible for the purpose of planning to meet future 

needs. 	Virtually all respondents were 16 years of age or older. 

To have included younger cases would have invited opinions from 

children too young to express themselves with any degree of 

reliability and validity. 

Although females were more accessible than males, it was intended 

to have the sexes as equally represented as possible. 	This was felt 

to be necessary in view of the fact that hearing loss is fractionally 

more prevalent in men than in women, and there is some evidence in 

the literature to suggest that this obtains particularly in urban 

areas, such as those from which the sample was drawn, where men have 

jobs that expose them to more noise, for longer periods of time, than 

women. 
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4.3. 	The Questionnaire  

In the latter part of 1978, the drafting of questionnaires was under-

taken for both the deaf and hard of hearing groups. 	By January of 

1979 work on these was felt to be sufficiently complete for a start 

to be made on pre-testing the questionnaires. 	This was carried out 

primarily with about 25 English and 25 French speaking subjects in'Edmon- 

ton., Ottawa and Kingston. 	The selection of respondents for the pre- 

test was quite arbitrary, insuring that people with various degrees 

of hearing loss, different ages, etc. were interviewed. 	All 

interviewing, both in the pre-test and in the survey proper, was 

carried out  on .a  face-to-face basis. 	In March of 1979 the final 

wording of the questionnaire had been established, and interviewer 

training took place in Montreal, Kingston, Edmonton and Vancouver. 

Letters explaining the nature of the survey were discussed with 

Dr. Gironella and Dr. Rodda, who had also been active in planning 

and executing the design of the interview and the training sessions. 	, 

A sample, in English, ds setoout in Appendix I. 	The names of the 

main agencies involved in planning the survey are listed in Appendix II. 

Appendix III gives the agencies that were responsible for providing 

the names, addresses and telephone numbers of people to Whom a 

letter and consent form were given. 	(A letter and consent form of 

the type shown are required by the University for all research involving 

human subjects). 

While the reuondents were mostly contacte d .  as a result of being 

known to the organiz.ationslistedin Appendix III, about 25 volunteer 

heard of the ,research. through the media or from  publications' of  such 

organizations as the Canadian Co-ordinating Council on.Deafness and 

the Oanadian liearing Society. 	While an attempt was made  to  have 

the numbers of subjects selected in . approximate proportion 	to the 

populations of the provinces from which they were drawn, this met 

wità only a fair degree of success as can be'seen in Table 1. 	In 

each province those responsible for contacting possible interviewees 

were asked to insure'that there was as good a degree of "spread" as 

possible in terms of age, hearing loss and social background. 	All 

"official" documents, like the questionnaires, were translated into 

French for use with . the Francophone population. 
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4.4. 	The Interviewing  

Interviews took place between April and August, 1979. 	The English 

questionnaire, for both the deaf and hard of hearing respondents, 

is shown in Appèndix IV and V. 	Interviewing was done by only 15 

people in an attempt to keep the degree of inter-observer bias to 

a minimum. 	The interviewers were given the written instructions 

in Appendix VI, in addition to guidance and training by the writers 	, 

and by Dr. Gironella and Dr. Rodda. 	The interviewers were all 	k 

 individuals who are familiar with deaf and/or hard of hearing people. 

A fairly unique feature of this research was that those interviewers 

dealing with the deaf population were required to be fluent users 

of sign language and finger spelling, both of which were used in 

all cases. 	Examples of these can be seen in Appendices VII and VIII, 

respectively. 	Sign language is a communication system based on 

words and phrases and contains many abbreviations. 	Finger spelling, 

as its name implies, requires the spelling out of individual words on 

the fingers. 	The interviews were carried out mostly in sign with 

finger spelling being employed primarily ,  for technical terms or words 

for which no sign existed or for which the sign mas not known by 

the person being interviewed. 	Decisions as to whether or not subjects 

were deaf or hard of hearing were made by the interviewers,with 

guidance, when requested, from other persons involved in the 

organization of the project. 	All interviewina was done on a one-to- 

one basis. 

Arranging personal interviews with people who are deaf or hard of 

hearing is a difficult task. 	For instance, the fact that relatively 

few of the deaf sample had TTY units slowed the staff down in their 

attempts to set up firm times for appointments. 	As is often the case 

in working with deaf people, many of whom have fairly low literacy 

levels, there was often confusion regarding the location and times 

of meetings. 	Even though the sample chosen was predominantly urban, 

it was not always easy for interviewers to see more than perhaps -Wo-er 

three people per day. 	This applied to the hard of hearing population 

as well as to the deaf. 	More time was spent in administration and 
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in travelling than in actual interviewing. 	The average interview 

time for hard of hearing respondents was about 25 minutes and almost 

50 minutes for deaf respondents. 

Fixing interview times and locations was distinctly easier in some 

areas than others. 	In Toronto, for instance, a large group of people 

was readily available through the Ontario Mission fôr the Deaf. 

Similar situations existed in Winnipeg and Edmonton. 	In contrast, 

there was considerable difficulty in gathering the names of deaf 

and hard of hearing respondents in Montreal and the province of , 

Quebec. 	Much of this can be attributed to the relative weaknesses 

in the structure of organizations of, and for, the hearing-impaired 

in this region. 

In almost every location where interviewing took place, its speed and 

success depended on one or two hearing-impaired or normally hearing 

people, who had easy access to, and the confidence of, the populations 

with which they were concerned and who gave the Human Communication 

Unit a high degree of co-operation. 
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5. 	DEMOGRAPHIC DATA: 	DEAF CASES  

' The deaf sample ranged in age from 16 to 72 with a mean of 35 years 

	

. 	and a median age of 32. 	Only six cases  were over the age of 65 (4%) 

and only three  cases (2%) did not answer when asked to give their 	- 

date of birth. 	This last percentage is extremely small- and suggests 

that the interviewers used a great deal of tact and good judgement 

in àpproachingtheir subjects.. Only . 25% of the subjects interviewed 

were aged 46 or over. 	While this may suggest that those responsible 

for contadting the deaf population were over—zealous  in  seeking out. 

younger subjects, it is also probable that younger people: were more 

willing to discùss the topics-covered in the questionnaire. 	It is 

commonly believed, by those working in the field, that the yolinger 

deaf population is, in most parts of the.country, more  knowledgeable 

•about new developments in the communication hardware field and, 

therefore, lik -ely to have môr" opinions on the  subject - matter of,  

the interview. 

There was almost an identical number of Males and females in.the sample 

(67 males; 49% and 69 females; 51%). 	A high. proportion (13% of the 

group.) were rural dwellers, which was considerably more than the 

sample was expectecito contain. 	- 

The type .of dwellings in which the members of the deaf population 

interviewed•resided is shown in Table . 2. 	The pattern is .very 

typical of C.Anada as a whole. 	The fact that only six individuals 

(4%) lived in single rooms, and only five cases (4%) in an.apartment 

within a family home,suggests that this is a population that is 

not particularly isolated from the rest of society: 	One should 

probably note that only one-case was reported to live in senior citizens' 

institutions. 	Studies by Kraus (1977) and others ln Canada and the 

United States have suggested that many old people, who .,suffer from 

deafness, do reside in such institutions and are, in  most cases, less 

well cared for than other persons with hearing losses. The 

project's policy of not having many old people intervi , ewed, and the 

constant difficulties which researchers report in attempting to 

penetrate these establishments, probably explain why the survey's deaf 

sample contained noAvore than 1% . of. its number. 
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TABLE 2 

Types of Dwelling  

Deaf Cases  

Category 	 Number 	Percentage  

Single Room 	 6 	4 
Apartment 	 45 	33 

Condominium 	 5 	4 

Privately Owned Home 	 71 	52 

Apartment in Family's Nomen 	5 	4 

Senior Citizen Institution 	1 	1 

No Response 	 1 	1 

TOTAL 	 136 	99 

Answers to the question about the number of people living with the 

deaf respondent also indicated that the survey was not dealing 

with a large proportion of isolates. 	Thirty-six individuals (27%) 

lived with one other person and 44% lived with between two and four 

others. The group interviewed also showed a very normal tendency for 

deaf people to live with other deaf people, and only 60 subjects (44%) 

lived either alone or with normally hearing individuals. 	The question 

asked on the relationship between someone living with anotner person 

or persons clearly caused some embarrassment or difficulty in 

comprehension, because 47 cases (35%) did not answer. 	Thirty-eight 

individuals (28%) lived with husbands or wives and 24 (18%) lived 

with parents 	When questioned on marital status, 65 of the subjects 

(48%) said that they were married and 58 cases (43%) said they were 

single. 	The percentage of married persons in the sample is somewhat 

smaller than the national average for this age group, probably•

indicating the difficulties that face deaf people in attempting to 

find suitable marriage partners. 	Although no claim is  •made that this 

was a fully representative section of Canada's deaf population, the 

particular group interviewed had a remarkably low separation and 

divorce rate. Only seven cases 	(5%) reported being estranged from their 

spouses. 

More than two-thirds of the sample (95 cases) worked outside the 

home and, of these, 81 cases (61%)• did so in a full-time capacity. 
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The 39 individuals who did not  have employment outside their homes 

were divided almost equally into three categories: 	students, full- 

time Womemakers and -a miscellaneous group of retired, unemployed, 

and disabled individuals. 	It is interesting that the percentage' 

of unemployed persons in this sample was only 4% (six -cases). 	This 

proportion is well below the national average. 	Although this was 

apparently an industrious group of individuals, they earned 

considerably less than Canadians as a whole. 	Their annual family 

earnings, in $5,000 increments, is shown in Table 3.- The large 

number of people who refused to answer the question on income (37 

cases; 27%) admittedly calls into question the extent to which the 

figures that were given are accurate and representative even of this 

sample, 	However, any attempt to find possible' reasons for the large 

number of refusals would.be-meaningless and irrelevant. 

TABLE 3 

Family Incomes  

Deaf Cases  

<$5,000 	 1'1 	8 

$5,000-9,999. 	. 	• 	' 	29 	. 	- 	' 	21 

$10,000-14;999- 	 24 	- 	18 . 

$15,000-19,999 	, 	17 	13 

?.$20,000 	' 	, 	. 	. 18 	13 

Refused to Answer 	' 	37 	27 

TOTAL 	 136. 	' 	' 	100 

Ninety-eight of the 'deaf sample (72%) had English as their mother 

tongue. 	Thirty-five cases (26%) were Francophone and two other 

cases (2%) were from other linguistic groups. 	When asked about 

the method of communication the subjects used at home signing, either 

alone or combined with lip reading, finger spelling or lip reading 

and speech accounted for 105 cases (79%). 	Only 24 people (18%) 	said 

that they normally used lip reading at home, and three cases (2%) 

reported using writing and lip reading or communicating 'normally". 
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This survey shows, in terms of income levels and other factors, that 

the group interviewed had diffiuclty in finding jobs comparable to 

those obtained by hearing persons. 	While it would not be appropriate, 

in this report,'to enter into a discussion of communication methods 

used in the educational process, one must conclude that there is a 

very marked "mismatch" between the methods of communication used 

now by this group of deaf people add those used by their teachers 

in their years at school. 	Only 78 subjects (57%) were taught some 

signing and nearly twice that.number now find it necessary to use 

it even at home where less than half of the sample lives with other 

deaf people. 	The difficulties that the group have obviously found 

in obtaining well paid employment clearly must be related to the mere 

handicap of deafness. 	However, the difficulties are probably 

exaccerbated by inappropriate communication methods used in the 

schools. 

Eighty-three cases in the sample (61%) attended residential schools 

for the deaf.  and 30 cases (22%) attended day schools. 	Of these, 

only eight (6%) wanted to attend a college for the hearing-impaired 

and 27 people (20%) expressed a desire to attend a regular school 

or college, most of them wishing to go to a program for the hearing-

impaired within such an organilzation. 	Of the 136 cases interviewed, 

63 (46%) claimed that they had not reached an educational level 

equivalent to the completion of high school. 	Among these 63 cases, 

were 58 who had been students at residential schools for the hearing-

impaired, and 20 of these cases were among the 24 who had been taught 

through communication methods involving, predominantly, lip reading. 

This is one section of the deaf sample interviewed who do not appear 

to have received appropriate edlication and training. 	Other such 

groups can be identified in the demographic data yielded by the deaf 

sample in the study. 	Reviewing the educational status of the hearing 

impaired in Canada in the early years of this decade, Wallace (1973) 

described an extremely disturbing scenario. 	His was the last pan- 

Canadian study of the hearing-impaired to be carried out before that 

now being reported. 	It comes as no surprise to the writers that the 

present sample seem to have suffered immeasurably from the defects in 

the educational system to which he pointed. 	Thirty-seven cases (27%) 
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said that they were not satisfied with the education they had received 

and 46 cases (33%) said that they were only somewhat satisfied. 

Thirty-four of those who said that they were not satisfied with the 

education they had received (92%) were ex-students of residential 

schools  for the hearing-impaired. 

Unfortunately, perhaps, the questionnaire did not ask the sample if 

they represented an angry generation who expected better treatment 

from society in the later part of their lives than they had received 

in the earlier part. 	The fact that these relatively young deaf people 

tended to be militant, and angry is probably reflected in the fact 

that 102 cases (75%) were members of organizations for the hearing- 

impaired. 	Thirty-two of this number (24% of the entire sample) were 

members of groups of deaf people not connected, at any official level, 

with hearing people. 	Most were affiliates of the Canadian Association 

of the Deaf. 	Only 27 cases in the entire sample (20%) belonged to 

organizations other than those of or for the deaf. These were 

miscellaneous in nature consisting mainly of church and sports related 

groups. 

When asked to comment on whether they felt any additional handicaps 

were present, interviewers reported 17 cases of individuals who 

clearly had sight defects (13%), but the great majority of these 

were recorded as simply needing spectacles. 	The suspicion of some 

physical or psychological disorder was suspected in four cases (3%). 

The sample interviewed was a group of adults, mainly in their early 

or middle years, appearing to enjoy excellent health. 	If these 

observations are correct the sample is very different from, for 

instance, populations of many segregated schools for the hearing-

impaired today where, depending on criteria, up to about a third of 

the students have often been reported, in recent surveys, to have 

additionally handicapping conditions. 	Moreover, 122 of the subjects 

(90%) considered that they were deaf and not hard of hearing. 	This 

presumably represents not only accurate selection in terms of the 

functional definitions set down by the project organizers, but also 

a fairly ready acceptance of their own handicap on the part of the 
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subjects seen. 	Sixty-seven cases (49%) said that they had been deaf 

from birth; 38 cases acquired their hearing loss before the age of 

five years (30%), and another 16 cases (12%) became deaf between the 

ages of five and nine. Five cases were either not sure of when they 

became deaf or their answers were not clearly recorded on the 

interview schedules. 	Ten cases felt that they had acquired their 

hearing loss after the age of 10. 	Seven of these were among the 

small group of individuals who felt that they should have been 

classified as hard of hearing rather than deaf. 



6. 	RESULTS: DEAF CASES  

6.1. 	Telecommunications  

Thirty-one cases (23%) did not have a conventional telephone in 

their home. 	The majority of this group lived alone or with another 

hearing-impaired person or persons. 	The rest reported that they 

had at least one telephone in their house, and the majority of this 

group lived with at least one hearing person. 	Although these 

people were, presumably, heavily reliant on those with whom they 

livéd for the placing of telephone calls, the presence of phones 

and other people must have helped them to feel less isolated in 

many cases and in less danger when emergencies occurred even if the 

deaf persons involved did not have TTY's. 	The feelings of isolation 

that some of the groups may have had would tend to be mitigated by 

45 subjects (33%) being able to make some use of the telephone 

themselves. 	As one would expect, such usage was always regarded 

as being difficult or complicated, but a variety of approaches to 

optimal telephone usage wére described by individual cases. 	For 

instance, two people used an amplifying head set, one person reported 

that he deliberately tried to dominate the conversation and obtain 

only one word answers if possible. 	Another subject reported that 

he had adapted a "Radio Shack" amplifier to strengthen the signal 

emanating from the receiver, and one case said that he obtained 

fairly good results from simply using a hearing aid set at a high 

volume. 

Ten people - (7%) said that they - used the telephone less than 10 times 	. 

a week, a'nd-another 25 -(19%) Said that they did-so between 5 and 29 

—ti'mes a week. 	Within-this group-lay.  most of the individuals  Who 

 s-aid that they really regarded themselvés as hard of hearing rather 

than deaf. 	Only 11 cases (8%) of those who used a conventional 

telephone said that they would like to use-it more often than they 

did at present. 	Presumably, the remainder nealized that no conventional 

phone  would ever; 'allow them to carry on normal and enjoyabl'ë 

conversations using this particular form of communication. 

-The degree Of reliance that this group of deaf people placed on 

others to make telephone calls for them is clearly shown by . the fact 
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that 125 individuals (92%) said that other people did thefr phoning 

for them all the tÏme or sometimes. 

When asked to rank the persons or agencies to whom telephone access 

was most required,54 cases (40%) gave top priority to family members 

with friends, emergency situations and work contacts being placed 

in the next three positions in that order. 

› Twenty- six,caSes.A19%) said -that they had'diffioulty In dealing with 

their telephone company,.although-most of these appeared to_relate 

to teletype - difficulties and,not conVentional 'phones. 	A'very high 

proportion of the sample- (125  cases;. 92%)  had heard'of TTy's . , and 

100 cases (74%) Said that they used one or more TTY units. 	Seventy- 

f .Nie, individuals (55%) used the old, conventionel , TTY''s, which are 

virtually all obsolete- units donated-by. organizations.such,as • 	- 

Canadian:Pacific, Canadian National and Bell Canada.. Twelve-people 

(9%) reported using four makes of - relatively neW, American, 

:transistorized TTY's. 	These Were the M.C.M., the Porta-Prhter, the' 

Magsat and the T.V. phone. The most oommonly uSed.among theSe was 

the Porta-Printer. 	Five of these units were used by the sample in 

the western provinces. 

More than half the sample (78 cases; 57%) said that they used their 

TTY's in their own homes, and 20 cases (15%) used them in other 	• 

places, notably community.centres, 	Only 9 cases (7%) reported having 

a TTY to .use at work. 	This figure is extremely low. 	Thirty-three 

cases (27%) reported needing to have their TTY's repaired  un  to .  twice 

a year, and 19 cases (14%) said that they never had to have..this done. 

The number of repairs needed.each year appears to be high and no 

doubt reflects the obsolescence of most of the TTY's now in existence. 

What is "hidden" in these data, and would have been almost Impossible 

to ascertain uniformly .and objectively, is the degree of breakdown 

that was *required before repairs were felt to be.necessary. 

The number of TTY's used across the country is reported in. the 1977 

Canadian Hearing Society Directory ,  as being 1,287. 	The provincial 
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• brc.AL)mn c 	4',..!Yese is skiomn in 	, 	The effectiveness of renairs 

undoubtedly depends greatly on local servicing carried out by nroups 

like the Telephone Pioneers. 	In the Atlantic provinces, for instance 

this organization was reported to be particularly active in Nova 

Scotia, but not in the other provinces. 

TABLE,4 

Distribution of  TTY's, by Province, in 1977  

Deaf Cases  

British Columbia 	Alberta 	Saskatchewan 	Manitoba 	Ontario  

.
167 	- 	-96 	. 	21 	97 	674 

New Brunswick 	Nova Scotia 	Newfoundland  

24. 	- 	43 	69 	0 

Eighty-fiVe:of - the 100 TTY users in the 'semple said that they felt 

th.eir equiPment printed aCcurately. 	Again:it would not have been 

possible, within the  time limits  of the  research to  have  found out 

Table 5 relates to hours spent in using TTY's on a weekly basis. 

Information on this was given by 95 of the 100 TTY users. 'The 

figures appear to be low in view of the - length of time that it takes 

to print on a teletype machine. 	Reasons for this could include 

poor typing skills, a shortage of people to call outside some of 

the large urban centres in the country and faults in the equipment 

which, while they may not result in a call for repairs, can adversely 

affect the printing rate of units. 	Table 6 . shows the kinds of 

difffculty that were reported by 31 of the TTY users who were asked 

specific questions about the problems they encountered. 	The nature 

of the complaints described indicates that they all relate to the 

old type of TTY most commonly used in the country. 
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112cInl_îatIL 

<1 Hour 

1-7 	. 

8-14 

>14 

No Response 

TOTAL 

TABLE5 

Time Spent Using TTY Per Week  

Deaf Cases 	• 

Number . 

• ? 9  

48 

8 

10 

42 

137 

Percentage  

TABLE 6 

Problems • in Using TTY's  

Deaf Cases  

Category 	 Number  Percentage  

Yes, but not Specified 	• 	2 	2 

No Difficulty 	 • 	49 	49 

Letters Jumbled 	Î 	8 	 8 

Paper or Ribbon Jamming. 	10 	10 

Bad Electrical Connections 	• 7 	 7 

Trouble Typing 	 4 

[doesn't Show— When R.inging 	2 	 2 

Not Sure 	 31 	31 

No Response 	 13 	13

• Not Applicable 	 10 	10 

TOTAL 	 100 	4 00 

li 
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The TTY users in the sample reported calling an average of five other 

individuals on a fairly regular or frequent basis.. They also reported 

knowing, on average, five individuals each of whom would like to have 

a TTY to communicate with them, but did not. These figures further 

support, the view that much less use is made of TTY's than could be 

the case. Admittedly, this is not a point about which there is any 

controversy. 

AlthOugh 62 cases who had TTY's (47%) reported making - some long-distance 

calls on their TTY's, 3 5.  individuals (26%) said that theY made none. 

Twenty of the 35 cases who did not place long-distance calls (57%) 

cited high costs as being a distinct problem confronting them, and 

did not report any other difficulties in the way of. their phoning 

outside their local dtaling area. 	 › 

• When the entire sample of 136 caS-es.Was asked—to rank, in order of 

priority, locations in which they would like to . see TTY's installed, 

as a matter of course, their own. homes, and those of relatives, were 

regarded  as the most important. 	Table 7 'shows this 'clearly. 	From  

the  rankings given it would appear that responses were carefully 

thought out and - that they probably dtd not vary a great deal from 

responses that might be given by normally hearing people if asked 

the same question about the location of conventional 'telephones. 

TABLE 7 
• ..... 

Locations Considered to Need TTY's in Order of Priority  

	

*Deaf Cases 	 . 

Location  = 	 Number 	Percentage  

Relatives' Homes 	 26 	 19 

Own Home 	 52 	 36 

At Work 	• 	 2 	 2 

Police Stations 	 14 	 10 

Doctors' Offices 	 12 	 9 

Phone Company 	 4 	 3 

Shops 	 2 	 2 

Train and Bus Stations 	1 	 1 

Restaurants 	 • 	 1 	 1 

Friends 	 9 	 7 

Other 	 2 	 2 

No Response 	 10 	 8 

TOTAL 	 136 	 100 
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The kind of answers that one would expect from people who did not 

suffer from hearing loss were given when the deaf sample were asked, 

to rank in order of importance, the kind of persons, agencies or 

other organizations that they most needed TTY's for calling. 	These 

are shown in Table 8 . 

TABLE 8 

People etc. Most Needed to Call on TTY  

Deaf Cases  

Category 	 Number 	Percentage  

Family 	 47 	35 

Friends 	 43 	32 

Emergencies 	 17 	13 

Work Contacts 	 7 	5 

Other 	 4 	3 

Shopping 	 3 	2 

No Response 	 15 	11 

TOTAL 	 136 	101 
• 

Of the 100 TTY users in the sample, 88 reported having hard copy 

print outs which is to be expected in a sample that used predominantly 

old fashioned instruments. 

All 136 respondents were askedwhat kind of TTY display that they 

would most ltke.to have. 	Seventy-eight subjects (56%) expressed - 

a 	preference for hard copy, which is . the display to which most 

of the sample are accustomed. However, 13 cases (10%) had adesire and 

preference  fora  one-line screerronly but 12 (7%)wanted à t:v. type ,  displày.The numbers 11 

in these last two categories' are relatively high, and undou'btedly 

represent an awareness of the newer types of transistorized units 

now coming onto the market. 

11 

All the sample was asked to say which of several features, apart 

from the type of display, they would like their TTY's to have. 

The characteristic most in demand was portability which was mentioned 

by 70 people (52%). 	The next most common feature was a small size 
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which was mentioned by 12 respondents (9%). 	Surprisingly few People 

(five cases; 4%) said that low cost was their highest priority. 

All 136 respondents were asked five questions about the new Canadian 

transistorized TTY that is coming onto the market in 1980, and called 

the Visual Ear. 	They were shown a picture of one of these which 

was the same size as the actual model. 	Forty-nine cases (36%) said 

that they would like to have one of these and 22 (16%) said that 

they would not. Again, those who said they would like to have the 

Visual Ear stressed its portability as their main reason for wanting it. 

Six cases (4%) were particularly struck by its small size. 	Among those 

' 	who had negative feelings about the new equipment three individuals 

(2%) said that they would rather have a conventional TTY. 	This figure 

is remarkably small, and indicates the general dissatisfaction of 

deaf people with the old fashioned and unsightly equtbpment they have 

been using in some cases for about 10 years. 	Two people (2%) said 

that they would need to know more about the cost of the unit before 

expressing an opinion, and another two (2%) pointed out that they 

did not feel that the Visual Ear had yet been proven to more effective 

than conventional equipment. 	The remainder of the respondents were 

also not sure about whether they would like to have a Visual Ear. 

This new piece of equipment has a single line screen display of 16 

characters, and the sample was asked if it felt that this was enough. 

(It is,-of cnurse,less than the number that can be displayed and stored 

on the traditional hard copy instruments). 	Forty-one subjects (30%) 

felt that 16 characters was 	adequate, but rather more (56 cases; 41%) 

felt that the number was ins .ufficient. 

The fact that as many as 30% of the sample said, without equivocation, 

that they would like to have a Visual Ear is encouraging and suggests 

the probability of a good market if pricing arrangements are 

appropriate. 	This proportion could ilncrease or decrease as the Visual 

Ear and»ts cost, efficiency and other features come to be better 

known by the deaf population through "hands-on" use. 
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The characters on the one-line display are in red on a black back-

ground, and all 136 deaf people questioned were asked if they felt 

this colour was appropriate, and invited to make alternative 

suggestions if they answered in the negative. 	"Yes" responses were 

given by 56 cases (41%),:land negative, or unsure replies were given . 

by the rest of the group. Among the alternative colours suggested 

for the characters the most common was green (17 responses; 13%) 

with black being the next most common (10%). 	(Presumably, those 

persons who gave this response had an alternative background colour 

in mind, but this was not recorded). 	Four cases (3%) suggested 

white characters. 	Another four (3%) said that they would like to 

see the characters in either blue or green, and one case (1%) expressed 

a preference for orange. The unit is built in a predominantly brown 

coloured chassis. 

The Visual Ear has a facility for attaching a hard cogy printer to it. 

Probably the most commonly used model will give print outs with a 

resemblance to those of cash registers. 	Ninety-five subjects (70%) 

said that they would like to have this in addition to the one-line 

printer. 	Eleven (6%) said they would not wish to have it, and the 

remainder of the sample had no firm opinion. 	While  the 70% of 

affirmative responses given, may appear to suggest a very big market 

for a hard copy print out, more investigations are needed to establish 

what printers are most apProPriate and easily adapted to the Visual 

Ear. 

It was noted above that a large number of people felt that portability 

was the most important single feature th'ey would look for in any new 

TTY's. 	This opinion was evident again when the sample was asked 

if they would want to carry a Visual Ear from place to place (e.g. from 

home to work) if they owned one. One hundred and three people (76%) 

said that they would; only 10 (7%) said that they would not i with 

the rest of the sample not being sufficiently sure to reply. 

II  
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These seemed to be well-informed'opinions consistent with the stress 

that the sample had placed on portability generally. 	The fact that 

a transistorized unit, smaller than most portable typewriters, would 

not only improve their communication facilities at home but  with 

minimal co-operation from employers and colleagues, could meet the 

obvious needs ôf this group for TTY facilities in their place of 

work. 

6. - 2. 	Safety Devices  

A small section of the questionnaire .was devoted to alarm and safety 

devices, primarily those that could be electronically controUed.. 

' 	The first 'questiOn was merely a check of awareness of the existence of 

some more common devices. One hundred and tWenty-one people (89%) 

were aware of doorbells and buzzers being linked either to fl,ashing 

lights or to some other alerting mechanism. 	Sixtj/-one cases (45%): 

were aware that smoke detectors could be adapted to meet the special 

needs of the deaf, and 120 cases (6'8%) knew this could be done to 

alarm clocks. 	Forty-six cases (34%) were aware that . very loud 

telephone bells could be obtained, and 105 knew that bright flashing, 

or strobe, lights could be linked to a telephone to.indicate when- 	- 

it was ringing (77%). 	All  of these numbers and  proportions are 

fairly high. 	Nevertheless, one cannot feel that the deaf are 

adequAtely aware. of safety concerns when, on average, 41% of the 

responses to the questions about awareness of these basic devices 

• 	were negative: —  

This degree of ignorance must, to some extent, have invalidated the 

answers given to the next two questions. 	The sample was asked if 

each of the five devices was likely to be useful to the hearing- 

impaired. 	One hundred and thirty (96%) said "Yes" to the doorbell 

or buzzer; 110 (81%) said "Yes" to the smoke detector; 128 (94%) said 

"Yes" to the alarm clock; 44 cases (32%) said "Yes" to the loud phone 

bell and 115 (65%) said"Y. es"to the bright light activated by a 

ringing telephone. 	In the next question, the group was asked to 

rank these five devices in order of potential usefulness to the 

hearing-impaired. 	The number of people who assigned the highest 

ranking to each item is shown in Table 9 . 	A ranking of this kind 
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Percentage 

32 

21 

21 

17 

3 

2 

6 

102 

Number of 
First Rankings  

43 

28 

28 

23 

4 

2 

8 

136 

Category  

Doorbell 

Alarm Clock 

Phone Light 

Smoke Detector 

Phone Bell 

Other 

No  Response 

TOTAL 

I',' , 
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is always a matter of very personal preference. For instance, some 

people are more afraid of fires than others, and certain \ individuals 

are more concerned about waking up on time in the morning than 

being aware of a telephone ringing. However, it is somewhat surprising 

that such a low rattng is given to smoke . detectors.' 

TABLE 9 

The sample was also asked,if they knew of any other signal which 

might be useful to the hearing-impaired in the context of safety. 

Thirty-one cases, yery appropriately, mentioned, vibration (23%); 

six cases listed. strong .smells -  (4%) and five Cases (4%) suggested loud 

noises; 

Next, the sample was asked to rank five forms of sensory stimulation 

in terms of usefulness. 	Vibration obtained the largest number of 

first places (75 instances; 55%). 	Flashing lights were put second 

(3d instances; 22%). Strong smells were rated first in 10 instances 

(7%) and loud noises and mild electric shocks were each put in first 

plËe by only five people (4%). These responses were extremely informative, 

and seemed to indicate that, wherever possible, vibration was felt 

to be the most acceptable kind of stimulation. 	Unfortunately, there 

are difficulties in making it a universal form of alerting without 

the expediture of considerable amounts of money to give remote radio 
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or infra-red control of triggering. 

The question was asked, a •second time, if there were any other kinds 

of signal that had not yet been mentioned but, in the entire sample, 

no new responses were given. When asked if they had enough alerting 

and safety devices, 64 of the 136 cases interviewed (47%) said "Yes" 

with the remainder answering in the negative or not being sure of 

how to reOy. 	It is not possible to check into whether or not the 

percentage of 47% is accurate in terms of the efficiency of the 

devices owned by the people making up this proportion. 

• When asked if they felt that alarm and safety devices are readily 

available, only 47% of the sample (64 cases) said "Yes". 	This is a low 

figure and possibly'suggests that there is an awareness in .more than 

half  of the  group ? that device's of the kind discussed in the interview 

are nàt as easily o.btained as they should be. 

Information on known sources of supply for alarm and safety equipment 

was sought. 	Eighty-five people (63%) said that they acquired such 

equipment as they owned, in Canada, either commercially or through 

agencies for the hearing-impaired. 	Only eight cases (6%) said that 

they obtained them from outside Canada. 	Five people said that they 

made their own devices (4%). 	The rest said that they didnot have any 

equipment of this kind, never found any, or were, for other reasons, 

unable to give . any response to this question. 

6.3. 	Captioning 

Before questions were asked on captioning, interviewers explained, 

very fully if necessary, what it was. 	While the  majority  of respondents 

needed little or no explanation, a degree of confusion was felt to 

persist in a few cases even after the explanations. Questions were also àsked 
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in this section about super-imposed interpreting, which appeared to 

be readily understood by virtually everybody. 

One hundred and twenty cases (90%) said that they would use captioning 

it if were available on their television sets. 	Only three people (2%) 

said that they would not, one because of difficulty in reading; 

another because he d/id not have a television and a third because he 

was not sure of his interest in it. 	Eight people (6%) felt unable to 

answer the question and these were the cases to . whom the interviewers 

felt least successful in explaining the nature of the topic. 

' One hundred  and seventeen. subjects (86%). said that they had actually . . 

seen captioned television. 	It should be noted, at this stage, that 

although virtually the entire sample had access to television sets, 

only 113 cases of the total 136 (63%) had a television set in their 

home. This figure is much lower than the national average and probably 

is a reflection of the low income levels of the deaf group. 	Only 75 

people actually received captioning from one or more oe the television 

stations that served them at the time of the interview. 	As a check 

on their knowledge of programs watched, the sample was asked if the 

captioning they received was American or Canadian. 	Ten cases (7%) 

said "Canadian". 	TMrty-four individuals (25%) said "American" and 16 

cases (12%) said that it was both "American" and "Canadian". 	This 

accounts for 60 of the 75 persons currently able to watch captions. The 

remaining 15 admitted that they did not know whether they watched 	r 

American or Canadian captioning. 

The number of hours of captioning watched by the sample is shown in 

Table 10.* 
TABLE 10 

Time  Captioning is Watched Per Week  
Deaf Cases  

Category 	 Number 	Percentage  

<1 Hour 	 54 	40 
1-6 Hours 	 17 	 13 
7-12 Hours 	 4 	 3 
Not Applicable 	61 	 45  
TOTAL 	 136 	101 

*Several interviewers felt that some respondents regarded any words 
super-imposed on the screen,eg. a politician's name ) constituted captioning. II 

I 11  I 
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In view of the general enthusiasm which hearing-impaired people 

have for captioning the small number of viewing hours shown in the 

Table is a clear indication of how little captioning is, at present, 

available to Canadian audiences. 	When those who were able to 

watch captioned television were asked if enough of it was shown, 

. 55 cases (48%) said "No". 	The sample was asked how many hours of 

captioning they would like to watch in a week, and these are broken 

down into six intervals shbwrif,1 in terms of respondents, in Table 11. 

TABLE 11 

Time Wanted for Captioned Viewing, Rer Week  

Deaf Cases  

Hours 	Number 	Percentage  

1-6 	 34 	- 	• 	25 

.7-12 	 14 	10 

>12 	 16 	1 2 	- 

Not Sure 	 .2 	. 	2 

Not Applicable 	70 	. 	52 

'TOTAL 	 136 . 	101 

While the hours shown can not be taken as definitive evidence of 

how much time deaf Canadians would watch captioned television if 

it were available widely and for long periods of time per week. , 

it is yery cle.ar  that those who have had.experience  of watching captions 

are already demanding several hours of it per day. 

Virtually, the entire sample was able to understand sign language, 

even if this was with difficulty in some cases. 	The people in it 

were all asked if they had ever seen superimposed interpreting on 

television, and 114 cases (64%) answered in the affirmative. 	The 

interviewees were then asked for how long they would like to watch 

superimposed signing and the replies are summarized in Table 12. 

The hours shown are considerably less than those wanted for watching 

captioned television. This is probably evidence of the realization by 

this group of deaf people that there are limitations to the application 

of superimposed signs to television programs. 	Most of them are 
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likely to be aware that excessive 	use of signing in one corner, or on 

one side, of a telev{sion set tends to be unpopular with many people 

who do not need or understand it. 

TABLE 12 

Time Spent Watching  Super -Impos.ed Signing on  

Television,-per Week  

: 	Deaf Cases  : 

Hours 	 Number 	Percentage  

<1 HOur' 	 73 	: 	54 	• 

1-6 Hours 	 31 	23 

>12 Hours 	' 	2 	2 

Not Sure 	 2 	2 

-No Response- 	 6 	• 	4 

Not Applicable 	 22 	16 - 

TOTAL 	 136 	101 

Table 13 contains the results of asking the question "Would you 

prefer regular captioning or super-imposed interpreting (signing)?". 

Respondents were given the choice of saying regular"captioning", 

"super-imposed interpretingVno preferencernot sure or not responding. 

TABLE 13 

Preferences for Captioning or Super-Imposed Interpreting  

Deaf Cases  

Number 	Percentage  

Regular Captioning 	60 	44 
Super-Imposed Interpreting 	22 	16 

No Preference 	 30 	22 

Not Sure 	 1 	1 
Not Response 	 1 	1 
Not Applicable 	 22 	16 
TOTAL 	 136 	100 

This table shows that 	nearly three times as many people wanted 

captioning as wantedsuper-imposed interpreting, while a large section 

of the sample was unable to éxpressany preference. 	This question 

Rreference  

I. 
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Program  Type  

News  
MoVies 
Sports 
Documentaries 
Serfals 	' 
Other 
No Response 	. 
Not Applicable 
TOTAL 

Number 	Percentage  

	

67 	49 

	

14 	10 

	

13 	10 

	

8 	6 

	

8 	6 

	

2 	 2 

	

2 	 2 

	

22 	16 

	

136 	101 
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is regarded by the writers as one of the most important in the entire 

questionnaire, and the significance of the answer will be discussed 

further in Sections 9 and 10. 	It is clear, however, that with opinions 

so divided in response to this question,both regular captioning and 

signed interpreting will have to be provided for the hearing-impaired 

on television on the strength of the evidence from this study. 

All subjects were asked to rank, in order of preference, the types 

of television programming that they would most like to see captioned 

or shown with super-imposed interpreting. 	They were given six 

categories of programs from which to pick 	and given opportunities 

to name others at any point in their rankings. 	Table 1 shows the 

number of first choices given for each kind of program. 

. 	
• 	• 	, TABLE 14' 	' 	. 

Types of « Program Given First Pl'ace in Priorities for  

	

• 	Captioning or Signed. Interpreting 	. 

Deaf.CaSes 	. 

Towards the end of the section of the questionnaire dealing with 

captioning, the subject of "open" and "closed" captioning was introduced. 

When difficulty in understanding the difference between them was 

noted,careful explanations were given. 	When this had been done, the 

question was asked as to whether each respondent would like to have 

a decoder, the meani.ng  of which had also been explained as necessary, 

when captioning became more extensive and closed. 	Ninety-seven cases 

(71%) clearly said "Yes". 	Indeed, only two cases (2%) said a distinct 

"No". 
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6.4. 	Interpreter Services  

The great majority of the sample (116 cases; 78%) said that they 

needed interpreter services. 	Sixty-one people (45%) said that such 

services were easily obtained in the areas in which they lived. 

These were predominantly urban and, therefore, more likely to have 

access to such services. 	Thirty-one people (23%) said that 

interpreters were easily obtained on some occasions, and 21 subjects 

(15%) said that such personnel were not easily obtained. 

	

- Table 15 shows the-number of hours that interpreters are available 	. 

	

• to the respondents. 'These appear to be extremely  short and only 	- 

about 15% of the sample receives in excess of five hours service on 

average per week. 	The fact . that 46 'cases (34%) are not sure how 

many hours they 	obtain., 	indicates poor'organization of local 

services or that these respondents are not aware of exactly what 

an interpreter is, as opposed to someon'e who Can convey simple, 

primarily,lip read, messages .or assistance in writing down•information 

in garages, stores, restaurants -  and other places and situations. 	' 

Generally, it is hard not•to conclude that this group iS not well 

aware of what really skilled interpreters do as 57 of them (42%) 

say that they have as much'time devoted to them by interpreters  as 

 is necessary, and another 34 'cases (25%) are uncerta.in  with regard 

to . this issue. Another factor which makes one question the familiarity 

of the group with really good interpreters derives from the fact 

that only.16 of them (12%) actually' specified the number of hours 

of extra interpreting that they would like to have. 	Thé sample. 	• 

often appears to use people with normal . hea.ring to make telephone 

calls for them 	(33 cases;24%), and 42 of them (31%) .  use a TTY to , 

. make it known that they need an. interpreter. 	Unfortunately, :there 

was no way of ascertaining, from-the questionnaire, the quality 

and quantity of service which such requests bring. 	Other ways of 

securing the help of an interpreter were listed as writing a letter, 	. 

making a regular phone call,. sending a message with someone who 

signs, and using friends and family members to seek out the necessary 

personnel. 	Forty-nine people (36%) state that their interpreters 
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.are  usually- paid by a 'goVernment or softe -other agency,bilt38 cases (28%) 
were not suPe who paid them, and 27 people  -(20%) said 	categorically - 
that the-interpreterS were not paid by'a government or'other a.gency. 
Whether  or  not this information is accurate is  open  to question-. 

Whatseems more credible.: is the 	affirmative, Answer .,given by 20re.Spondents 
when asked..if they sOmetiMes . had to pay for. ›an interpreter:theMselves 
(15%). 	As  this is a grou. p with fairly . meagér inComes,upayments  for  
services of this kind à. re-.likely to be the cause of - at least sorlie -- 

 financi. al  discomfort, - Presumably, many of the people intervi .ewed 
felt that ,  they could not pay  for  tnterpreter services. 	Indee:ci, 93 

of them (68%) said that they simply did 'not make payments for 

interpreting time. 

TABLE 15. 

Time Interpreters are Available  per  Week  

.Deaf Cases  

HourS 	 Number 	. 	Percentage  

None 	- 	. 	. 	 8 	. 	 ,.6. 

<1 Hour 	- 	- 	' : 	20 	. 	15 

1-4 	- 	-, 	.- 	20 	. 	15 

5-9 	 11 	. 	8 

10-14 	 4 	. 	3 

- 3,15 .... . 	 5 	' 	- - 	. 	4 .  
Not Sure 	 46 	. 	. 	34 

No Response 	 1 	. . 	1 

Not Applicable 	20 	. 	, 	15 	' 

TOTAL 	 136 	. 	101 

Almost 50% of the cases interviewed (67 people) said that they felt 

the interpreter services they received were "good" and another 24 

subjects (17%) felt that they were "fair". 	Only some 21 individuals 

(15%) had some negative comments to make about the interpreters 

who worked for them. 	Again, this is an area of highly subjective 

judgements, and the data may not be presenting a particularly 

accurate picture. 
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As with matters of money, the emergency situations are another area ex-

pected to have made an impression so that if an interpreter was, 

or was not, present when needed this is likely to be remembered. 

Twenty-two people (16%) said that they had, on occasions, failed to 

obtain an interpreter in an emergency. 	. 

The last question addressed to the respondents on the subject of 

interpreters related to priority needs. 	Each person was asked to list 

the situations for which interpreters were most needed. They were • 

' given a list of nine possible situations, and were asked to add to it 

if they wished. 	This was a fairly easy question to answer. 	The• 

° situations and settings described were ones with which most people 

would be familiar either in connection with interpreting or not. 

Top priority for interpreting was put on legal settings, followed 

by hospital appointments, job difficulties, social problems, medically 

related settings other than those connected with a hospital, 

family matters, church concerns, child rearing and shopping. 

Interpreter services available in British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba 

and Ontario appeared to be more numerous and effective than,in other 

provinces as reported by those interviewed. 
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7. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA: HARD OF HEARING CASES  

A total of. 201 hard of hearing individuals were i.nterviewed. 	They 

ranged in age from 16 to 93, with 31 persons (15%) being over the 

age of 65. The mean age of the group was 49 years and the median 

age 53. It was a markedly older .population than that which formed the 

deaf segment of the survey. 	This kind of disparity is almost 

inevitable as those who are hard of hearing, as defined for this 

research, are predominatly persons suffering from some presbycusis 

(hearing loss associated with advancing age). 	Many of those responsible 

for organizing the survey commented on difficulties in obtaining 

young hard_of hearing cases because, feeling themselves to be only 

minimally handicapPed, they do not keep in very frequent contact 

with hospitals and clinics which provided many of the names of 

patients se'en and do not feel that participation in groups of, or 'for, 

the hearingrimpaired cOuld be useful or enjoyable. 	There were 

Slightly more females than males in the sample (113 as opposed to 88; 

56% and 44%). 	One hundred and ntnety-one cases (95%) were urban 

dwellers and ten cases (5%) were rural dwellers. 

The types of dwelling in Which the hard of hearing sample resided 

are shown in Table 4. 	As with their' deaf counterparts,the kinds 

of places in which they lived were typical of those in most heavily 

urbanized areas in Canada. 	Forty-two cases (21%) lived alone and 

60 (30%) lived with one other person. 	Of the remainder the biggest 

segment (81 subjects; 40%) lived with up to four other people. 

Almost exactly the same proportion of these hard of hearing individuals 

were married as was the case with the deaf sample (47%; 95 cases). 

However, this group did marry more than the deaf group. Twenty-five 

cases (12%) were widowed; 12 cases (6%) were divorced; 3 were separated 

(2%) and 3 were living common law (2%). 	In addition, only 61 cases 

(30%) described themselves as single compared with 41% in the case 

of the deaf group. 
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TABLE 1 .6  

Type of Dwelling  

Hard of Hearing Cases  

Category 	 Number  

Single Room 	 9 

Apartment 	 74 

Condominium 	 3 

Private Home 	 103 

Apartment in Family Home 	6 

Low Rental 	Grqup Home 	. 	3 

Senior Citizen Institution 	3 

TOTAL 	 • 	201 

.Percentage  

5 

37 

2 

51 

3 

2 

2 

102 

One hundred and fifteen cases (57%) worked outside the home, Ninety-eight 

of 	these (49%) did this in a full-time capacity, and 18 (9%) 

did so in a part-time capacity. The difference between the deaf 

and hard of hearing groups in the proportion who did not work 

outside the home (29% compared with 40%) is largely explained by 

the fact that a larger number of the hard of hearing were, as one 

would expect, retired. 	Twenty-seven hard of hearing individuals 

were in this category. 	It represented 13% of the sample compared 

with 3% among the deaf. 	Twenty-seven hard of hearing persons 

described themselves as full-time homemakers (13%); 12% of those not working 

were unemplOyed allhough this only represented 6% of the total sample, . 

which is again well below the national average. 

Table 17shows the family earningS of the hard of hearing group. 	When 

compared with Table 3 (see  page 15  ) it is evident that the income 

levels of the hard of hearing are greatly in access of those of 

the deaf.  •For instance, the proportion of family incomes reported by 

the hard of hearing to be in excess of $20,000 per year is approximately 

twice the proportion reported by the deaf group. 	It is noteworthy 

that 27 cases (14% ) of the hard of hearing refused to answer the 

question asked on income, which was about half the proportion refusing 

in the case of the deaf. 
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TABLE 17 

Category  

Family Earnings  

Hard of Hearing Cases  

Number 	Percentage  

<$5,000 	 34 	 17 

$5,000-9,999 	' 	29 	 14 

$10,000-14,999 	40 	 20 

$15,000-19,999 	14 	 7 

>$20,000 	 56 	 28 

Not Sure 	 1 	 1 

Refused to Answer 	27 	 14  

TOTAL 	 201 	 101 

The proportion of Anglophones to Francophones:was much greater in 

the , hard of'hearing sample . th.an  in the deaf. ,The figures were 177 

as opposed to' 18 :(88% and 9%). 'Six indtviduals had mother tongues 

other than the two offici .al . .languages 

The patterns of schooling received by the hard of hearing sample 

differ greatly from those relating to the deaf. 	Indeed, they are 

very similar to those one would find in any cross section of the 

Canadian population. 	This is not surprising when one considers that 

the majority of the sample had relatively normal hearing in early 

life. 	Only ten cases (5%) attended residential schools for the 

hearing-impaired, and three cases (2%) attended day schools for 

such children. 	Twelve cases (6%) attended special schools attached 

to regular classes, but the great majority (160 cases; 80%) attended 

ordinary classes. 	Sixty-eight  people (34%)  said that they would 

like to go back to school. 	About three-quarters of this group were 

under the age of 35 . , and they described a wide variety of educational 

programs that they might seek to enter. 

Seventy cases (40%) said that they had not completed high school, 

which is only 6% more than in the case of the deaf sample. 	The 

difference in educational levels between the two groups is probably 

much greater than is represented by this figure. 	For instance, 



107 subjects (53% :of-the .hard of hearing caseS)were Satisfied Witiu 
their e'ducatton,,whtch is neaTly 20% more than was the case with - . 

n 

the deaf 	UevertheleSs, too much shuuld Tiot,be reaCinto this  

subjective  self-,evaluation. 

Forty-nine hard of hearing individuals (24%) were members of 

organizations for the hearing-impaired, which is very much lower 

than the proportion reported for the deaf sample. Most of these were 

local groups of hard of hearing individuals not affiliated to any 

Provincial or national body. 	Eighty-nine cases (44%) said that they 

belonged to other organizations. Ihese included church  croups, 

 sporting groups, senior citizens organizations, card clubs, service 

organizations and the Royal Canadian Legion. 

The hard of hearing group appears  t 'a  be a fairly typical one in 

terms of the several demographic factors that were examined. 	The 

majority of them (166 cases; 83%) regarded themselves as hard of 

hearing, which was slightly less than the number of deaf people who 

viewed themselves as being deaf. 	The fact that the hard of hearing 

person often finds him or herself in a state of confused audition was 

confirmed by 22 cases viewing themselves as deaf (11%), and another 

13 (6%) categorizing themselves in a variety of ways with some subjects 

actually referring to fluctuations of hearing loss. 	About 80% of 
the cases in the hard of hearing sample felt that they had acquired 

a significant - hearing loss by the age of 40, which is very much 	- 

higher than would be the case in a normal sample of the population. 

This also applies to the 50% who felt they had some hearing loss 

by the age of 20. 	Twenty-six cases (13%) felt they had acquired 

their hearing loss during the first five years of life, and 28 cases 

(14%) felt they had had some hearing loss since birth. 
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8. 	RESULTS: HARD OF HEARING CASES  

8.1. 	Telecommunications  

Of the 201 hard of hearing cases interviewed, 168 (84%) had hearing 

aids, and the remainder did not (33 cases; 16%). 	In any sample 

of hard of hearing individuals it would be fairly normal to find 

a pronortion of this magnitude not wearing hearing aids. 	There could 

be a variety of causes for this including sore or mis-shapened ears, 

acquired deafness too marked to make the use of a hearing aid of any 

value, or loss of hearing so1 slight as to make it unnecessary. 	Only 

11 cases (6%) said that they could hear very well without their hearing 

aids; 88 cases (44%) said that they could get by without them, and 

75 cases (37%) said that they could not manage well without their 

hearing aids. 	Twenty-six cases (13%) sàid that they could not hear 

at all without amplification. 	The same kind of distribution was 

given in response to questions about the ability to follow a normal 

voice when not wearing aids. 	However, 64 cases (42%) said that they 

' 	could hear well enough to follow a normal conversation if people spoke 

fairly loudly. 	When asked about their ability to hear radio and 

television, without aids, 114 cases (57%) said that the volume had to 

be turned very high to permit good comprehension. 

All but six of the cases in the sample (.3% - ) had telepildnes - in their 

homes. 	This small minority were, 	all.,case's:, very markedly hearing.- 

impained and ha3f›-of .them!lived alone. Ane:ftundred.and six , cases  

(53%) had one phone where they,liVed, arid 60 ,(30%) -  haetWo phones. 

Twenti-six cases (13%) had What sfeemed like éxtràbrdinarily lange 

numbers of phones. in their homes, in some cases five or six. 	Thèse 

 may  have been people who were'extremely affluent and lived in Niery 

big houses or, if  they lived in more  Modest dwellings, félt the need 

• for a telephone in virtually,évery room because of théir hearing 

difficulties. 	Although-53 cases (27%) were familiar with amplifying 

devices being built into 'hearing aid - réceivers, the majority of the 

sample-werà aware of very few other devices (20 cases). 	This is 

sclearly.shown in Table 18. 	Thése figures àné almostunbelieveably. 

low, and apply from coast to,coast. 	They - may explain to some extent 

why so many individua'ls had several ',phones  in'their homes.' 	Possibly 
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they did not know that one loud bell could be he'ard by most hard 

of hearing people in an average sized home. 

These data reflect badlY  on those responsible for fitting aids to the 

hard of hearing and on those who sell them, on the assumption that 

. counselling, with regard to telephone modifications, is either not 

given to patients or is not given adequately. The evidence throws 

a very heavy shadow over telephone companies who, although all of 

them have at least some special features for hearing-impaired people, 

have not succeeded in having them utilized by the vast majority of 

the cases in this hard of hearing sample. 	When it became clear to 

the project team that interviewers were finding large numbers of 

people who were in total, or partial, ignorance of what their local 

telephone companies could do to lessen the effects of their hearing 

losses, a series of telephone calls  was  made to head and branch 

offices of companies in several provinces. 	It proved extremely 

difficult to find even one person in most of the offices called, who 

could provide information and services, or any aspects of them such 

as pricing and installation procedures. 	One project staff member' 

was spoken to in terms verging on hostility, about the ethics of giving 

out this type of information. 	Although some of the inquiries were 

eventually answered satisfactorily, they were a very small minority. 

If the kind of "interrogation" described was afforded to well-informed 	II 

individuals making realistic inquiries about equipment that is 

.1 	supposed to be.publicly 	available, it is not surprising that the- 	11 

customer who is hard of hearing and groping for information Can receive 	ig 

neither answers nor devices to assist him or her  in the use of the 

telephone. 	One hundred and thirty-five people, out of the total hard 

, of hearing sample of 201 (67%) heard about the most commonly known 

form of telephone adaptation (an amplifier built into a hand set) 	I/ 

in a vareity of ways. The most common, as represented by 54 people 

(27%) were advised of its existence by friends or relatives. 	Only 	II 

21 cases (10%) heard  aboutit'  by calling the telephone company, but 

no consistent record was kept by the interviewers of the number of 

calls required before information was given and the equipment was 

installed. 	Twenty-three individuals (11%) heard about it from  •their 

1 
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26 

10 

7 

Impaired Heari ng Hand Sets 

Audible Signal s 

Visible Signals 

Acoustic Coupl ing 

Clip-on Amplifier 

Bone Conduction Receiver ' 

Radio Shack Amplifier 

No Response/No Awareness 

TOTAL 	 : 

53 

20 

14 

8 

6 

96 

201 	 100 

hospital or' hearing cl inic. 	Other sources of information were said to 

be advertisements , associations  for  the hearing-impaired, and hearing 

aid dealers. 	In the case of other kinds of devices to be used with 

the telephone friends and relatives were, again, the inos -t common 

source of information. 

EquiErflent  

Preference for Telephone Accessories  

Hard of  Hariri g Cases   

Number 	 Percentage  

When the interviewers described the i terns of equipment that coul d 

be obtained from telephone companies , the respondent.s were clearly 

interested, and often discussed obtaining devices that were available. 

One hunçlred and  twenty-three cases (61%) felt that the heari ng- imp .ai red 

hand set, or simil ar equipment, would be useful to t .hem. 	Seventy-four 

cases (37%) were interested in having a loudly ringing bel 1 . 	Sixty- 

two people (30%) expressed a desire to have a flashing light attached to 

thei r phones and 59 individuals (29%) said that some form of acoustic 

coupl ing would be useful to them. 

One hundred and twenty-seven cases (63%) in the sample said that they 

had difficulties in using the telephone al 1 or some of the time. 

The nature of these di fficul ties is set out in Table 19. 	As a resul t 

of di fficul ties 1 ike the ones shown in the table, 84 cases (42%) had 

to ask other peopl e to make telephone cal 1 s for them al I the time, 

or more frequently, sometimes. 	On average, the group interviewed used 

the telephone about 20 times per week but others , usual ly those wi th 

lesser heari ng losses and in professional positions , said that they 



. u . sed. it Up to;150 or even 100. times, — One'hundr, ed and twenty- one cases 

(60%) 	that -they - used the telephone.as  often,as tiley wishéd 	Thirty- 

stx '.ca -seS,(1-8% ) sat,d'that they'did rtOt use the telephone as . often as 
they - wOuhLlike to i or  were not  sure about thiSHissue., 	- 	— 

TABLE 19 

Specified  Difficulties in Using the Telephone  

Hardl  of Hearing Cases  

Problem 	 Number 	 Percentage  

Can't Hear it Ringing 	 10 	 5 

Ca.n.'t Tell if it is Ringing 	 1 	 1 

Can't Understand People 	 17 	 9 

Trouble Distinguishing Voices 	 5 	 3 

Can't Tell Males From Females 	 1 	 1 

Trouble With Some People 	 20 	 10 

Sanie People Mumble 	 12 	 6 

Some Talk Too Softly 	 11 	 6 

Others, Not SPecified 	 13 	 7 

No Response 	 2 	 1 

Not Applicable 	 109 	 5 5 

TOTAL 	 201 	 104 

When asked to'rank„ in:order 'of importance, the.p.urposés for which 

good telephonecess was requirecalling  family members waS 

the most frequently mentioned176 resPonses .,:a8%y; These and -other 

responses are listed.in Table 2.0. 
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TALE 20 

Prsons to be Cal 1 ed Most Frequently 

Hard of Hearing Cases  

When asked  if  they had any probl ems in deal ing wi th thei r local 

tel ephone company , , 153 cases (76%) sai d that they did not. 	This 

i s an interesting figure, and reinarkably hi gh  in vi ew of the fact 

that  the compani es appeared relàtively uncaring wi th regard to 

this hard of heari ng group. 	Perhaps thi s hi gh number of negati ve 

responses can partly be expl ained by many of these responents 

being  in the same si tuation as another 16 subjects (8%) who sai d 

that they had never deal t wi th thei rs. 	Twenty-two cases (11%) 

did report having some di fficul ti es , and the highest si ngl e 

proportion (8  cases, 4%) rel ated to obtai ning  information on speci al 

devi ces for  the hearing-impai red. 	Two indi vi dual s (1%) referred 

to  installation   di ffi cul ti es ; 	two 	to operators apparently not 

understanding the speci al needs of the hard of hearing and two 

to confus ions over bi 1 i ng. 

8.2. Hearing Ai ds  

Among the hard of heari ng cases intervi ewed , 132 (66%) wore one 

heel ng aid and 29 people (14%) wore two . Many of those who needed 

to have two ai ds were al so those who had fairly marked losses of 

hearing. 	Almost every make of heari ng ai d avai 1 abl e in Canada 

was represented among the hard of heari ng sampl e seen . 	The si ngl e 

most commonly found brand was Si emens whose aids were worn by 

ni ne cases (5%). 	The next most common were Phi 1 i ps 	(8  cases, 4%) , 
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Zenith (6 cases; 3%), Unitron and Widex (all 	being worn by three 

people; 2%), followed by Oticon, Fidelity and Beltone, each being used 

by two people (1%). There was some evidence that certain brands were 

favoured in some parts of the country more than in others. This 

probably related to local availability and servicing. 	For instance, 

the Siemens aids are. distributed in Vancouver to all parts of Canada 

and frequently have to be returned there for major servicing. 	This 

was almost certainly the reason why the Siemens aids listed were worn 

by residents of British Columbia, exclusively. 

This was a sample of people who appeared to be relatively experienced 

hearing aid users and the length of time that they had been using 

hearing aids is shown in Table 21. 	One would, therefore, expect 

they should be fairly well accustomed to the difficulties of living 

with a hearing aid and adjusting to a prosthetic device. 	One hundred 

and thirteen of the cases (56%) said that they always wore their 

hearing aids and anêther 49 cases (24%) said that they did so most of 

the time or sometimes. 	The number of people who wore their aids when 

using the telephone was smaller. 	Fifty-seven cases (28%) said that 

they always used them, and 34 cases (17%) said they usually, or 

sometimes, utilized them. 	Among the reasons given by those who did 

not use their aids for telephone conversations were technical problems, 

hearing as well on the phone without the a -Lc' as with it; and adequate 

hearing being available in the ear not amplified. 

TABLE 21 

- 	Length Of Time Aid Has 8een Worn  - › 
.Hard of Hearing  Cases  

Duration.  - 	 NuMber 	Percentage  

1 

1 



When the sampl e was asked  if  they had a tel ephone (T) swi tch on their 

heari ng a ids , there were 115 (57%)  affirmative  an sv4ers and 38 negati ves 

(19%). 	Thi rteen people in the sampl e used the T-swi tch on thei r hearing 

aid to watch tel evi s i on. 	This is qui te a high proportion (7%) when 

one notes that a considerabl e amount of wi ri n ,g is needed  in a room 

in whi ch a tel evi s ion 	transmi tti ng" to a hearing aid is 1 ocated. 

Thi rty- two cases (16%) said that they us'ed the T-swi tch al 1 the time 

when us i ng the tel ephone, and 12 cases (7%) said that they used i t 

sometimes. 	This  total of 22% of cases is al so rel atively hi gh when 

it is recogni zed that magnetic coupl i ng of tel ephones , though wi dely 

avai I able, is not widely publ ici zed and is rarely a vai 1 abl e , auto- 

mati cal ly,  in pri vate homes or pl aces of work. 	In this sampl e , 30 of 

the 32 cases referred to, do have tel ephones wi th magnetic spi  11  -over 

and 26 find that it al so exi sts  in  most ' public  telephones of whi ch 

they make use. 

8.3. 	Safety Devi ces  

Six ty-seven of the 201 hard of heari ng cases i ntervi ewed (33%) 

heard of a doorbel 1 or buzzer bei ng made louder for use bY the heari ng-

impa i red . 	Forty-eight cases (24%) were aware of smoke detectors that 

coul d be adapted. 	Seventy-eight cases (39%) were aware of al arm 

cl ocks that coul d  flash  or be attached to vibrati ng mechani sms  in 

a pi 1 low or bed. 	Ei ghty-ni ne cases (44%) were aware of the existence  

of very 1 oud tel ephone bel 1 s and 67 people (33%) knew about bri ght 

1 ights attached to tel ephones. 	In comparison wi th the responses gi ven 

by the deaf sampl e to simi 1 ar questions these fi gures are low . It 

must be remembered , however , that thi s group had , in general , much 

better heari ng and presumabl y had far 1 ess need of these i tems of 

equi pment. General ly ,  the sampl e expressed  confidence in the val ue 

of these devi ces for al erti ng purposes . 	One hundred and sixty-one 

cases (80%) fel t that i t was appropri ate to make adapted doorbel s 

and buzzers avai 1 abl e • 	(Me hundred and sixty-two cases (81%) 1 ooked 

wi th pa rti cul ar favour on smoke detectors ; 155 (77%) di d so on adapted 

al arm c 1 ocks , 150 (75%) on 1 oud telephone be 1 1 s and 146 (73%) on 

bri ght phone 1 i ghts. 	When asked . to rank the si gnal s in  o de'  of 

useful ness , mos t first pl aces were ass i gned to smoke detectors fol lowed 



by doorbells or buzzers, phone bells, phone lights; and-adapted 

alarm clOcks 
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The sensory stimuli of various signals were ranked as follows in order 

of their potential value as alerting mechanisms for the hearing-

impaired: 	loud noises, flashing lights, vibration, strong smells and 

mild electric shocks. 	In making these ratings, the hard of hearing 

group gave loud noises by far the highest ranking. 	It was put into 

first place by 71 individuals (35%). 	When making these judgements this 

group was clearly thinking in terms of hard of hearing individuals 

rather than the total spectrum of the hearing-impaired, many of whom 

felt that they would not necessarily be able to perceive loud noises. 

The group was unable to suggest any other form of signalling that 

would help hearing-impaired people to be more aware of dangerous 

situations, and the fairly realistic number of 126 cases in the total 

sample of 201 (63%) felt that they had enough alerting and safety 

devices for their particular needs. 	When pressed to say what other 

safety or alarm devices they might need, 26 cases (13%) said that 

smoke detectors might be useful to them, and 16 cases said that they 

could probably make more use of further adaptations to doorbells. 

Opinions were divided evenly three ways when the group was asked the 

question "Do you Feel that Specially Adapted Safety Devices are 

Readily Available?". 	Sixty-seven cases (33%) said "Yes"; 61 people 

(30%) said "No" and 70 (35%) were not sure. 	Like the deaf sample, the 

great majority  of the hearing-impaired people interviewed said thât 

they obtain the safety devices they have, either commercially in 

Canada or from agencies for the hearing-impaired also within the country. 

8.4. _ Captioning.,  

One hundred-and nineteen  cases  in the hard of hearingsample (59%) 

said that -theicwould-wetch captioned televlSion  if  it were -avail.able. 

Only  four people (2%)  said th,at they - woul, d not, and 54 indi ,V.idb -als , 

 (27%) felt_that theyrdid nôt need it. 	The reasons .given.by.thiS last 

large ,groilp  of  -respondents included a majority who felt that they 

could  have the volume control of the television high enough for their 

needs(but'nbt perhaps without making thesound uncomfortably-joud 

for other miewers in the home) ." 	Ninety-six cases (48%) said-that they had 

actüally seen ,captioned tel,evision, but 23 (11%) had-,not: 	SiXty-three 
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hard of hearing individuals (31%) said that at least one of the stations 

they watched on their television set carried captions. 	These were 

American in origin in 25 cases (12%); 16 were Ca.nadi an (8%) and 

20 were reported as being both American and Canadian (10%). 

The number of , hours per week that the group spent watching captioned 

tel evi si on is shown in Table 22. 	As with the deaf group, these 

data underscore the small amount of captioning that is available 

to tel evi si on audiences in Canada at this time 	However, 25 

individuals (12%) said that they would not want to watch any more 

captioning than was already available to them. 

TABLE 22 

Captioning Time Avail able 

Hard of Hearing Cases  

Hours 	 Number 	 Percentage  

<1 Hour 	 48 	 24 

1-6 Hours 	 14 	 7 

7-12 Hours 	 4 	 2 

Not Sure 	 2 	 1 

No Repsonse 	 3 	 2 

Not  Applicable 	 130 	 65 

TOTAL 	 201 	 101 

In  contrast, 35 of the 201 people in the hard of heari ng sample (17%) 

said that they would like to watch more captioned programs than were 

available to them at the present time 	The total number of hours 

that were suggested as being appropriate by the sample is shown in 

Table 23. 	It appears that an average of about two hours captioning 

per da.y is the amount that this group feel they would 1 i ke to  have 

available to -them based on their present knowledge  of, and exposure 

to, this form of television viewing. 
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A surprisingly large number of cases (26; 13%) said that they 

understood sign language, and another nine cases in the hard of 

hearing sample (5%) said that they could follow some signing. 	Thirty- 

four individuals (17%) said that they had seen super-imposed interpreting 

on television. 	Only 32 individuals (16%) said that they actually 

watched super-imposed interpreting for up to about half an hour 

per day. 	Noting the main demographic factors evident in this 

group, one would tend to assume that much of this viewing is of 

an incidental nature while the normal audio portion of regùlar 

news casts is being heard. . 	Only 16 cases (8%) said that they 

would like to sep . more super-imposed signing on television than is . 

the case at present, and these were largely some of the older members 

of the group about half of whom had probably incurred their hearing 

losses at birth or ,  in very early childhood. 

When the hard of hearing cases were asked if they would rather 

watch regular captioning or super-imposed interpreting, the answer, 

as could be anticipated from earlier responses, was oierwhelmingly 

in favour of regular captioning (106 cases to 5; 53% to 3%). 

When.  the  sample was'asked to rank - , in order of préference, the 

types of prOgrams,that they would mdst like to see Captioned, the 
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. greatest  proportion  favoured th,enews:(,66  cases;  33%) 	This yies 

followë.d by  documentaries (17  cases, 7%),  movies (13 , cases,  710); 

.serials (12 cases, 6%), and sports bPodCa-stS (9 .cases, 5,%). . 
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9. 	DISCUSSION  

The questionnaires addressed a number of key topics in the 

communications area which are currently the subject of much discussion 

among the hearing-impaired and those who work with them. 	Two fairly 

important subjects were deliberately left out. 	These were the 

distribution of hearing aids and the relative merits of different 

methods of communication in the educational process. 	The former 

was excluded because it is so vast a topic as to need a survey of 

its own, and one that might be more appropriately conducted at 

a provincial level. 	The latter was not dealt with because it was also 

too large, highly controversial and also a topic that would normally 

fall within the jurisdiction of provincial governments almost 

exclusively. 

The use of telephones by the hard of hearing is, at present, fairly 

difficult, at least in the eyes of the sample interviewed. 	Part 

of the reason for this may lie in the fact that the partially hearing 

are not as militantly organized as the deaf. 	For instance, there is 

no national hard of hearing organization, people tending to prefer 

meeting in small local groups and doing their best to press for 

better services through them. 	It seems unlikely that the hard of 

hearing will, in the foreseeable future, form a national organization 

simply because of their relatively mild handicap. 	Moreover, their 

need for service is usually perceived by them as not marked enough 

for more than a small proportion of their number to be activists. 

Fortunately, the hard of hearing are represented through the 

Canadian Co-ordinating Council on Deafness, and its provincial 

councils, and have a strong voice in the organization of the Canadian 

Hearing Society in Ontario and Western Institute for the Deaf .  in 

British Columbia. 

The one sphere 1n'mhich the hard of . hearing have'pressed strongly for 

better servIces.is the area of telephone facilities and the sample 

interviewed clearly showed that virtually all telephone companies .across 

the country need to improve their knowledge of, and  their service to, 

the hard. Of-hearing. 	The most marked  exception  to this:is the 

Saskatchewan -telephone company which has a wide variety of well- • 	. 

pub. licized telephône adaptations for this'group:of people. 
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The Saskatchewan company also provides a transistorized TTY, model, 

which is not done elsewhere. 	In noting these exceptions, it must 

be remembered that Saskatchewan is one of the less populous provinces 

in the country, which has presumably made it easier to introduce 

these services along with a provincial hearing aid plan which 

heavily subsidizes the purchase of aids. 

•TTY service, while at present very ,  desultory, is likely to improve 

considerably when the Visual Ear comes onto the market in large numbers 

from Februany 1980 onwards. 	Its full benefit can, however, only be 

realized if the current, anticipated, retail price of $375 is heavily 

subsidized by a branch, or branches, of government. 	This subsidy 

is also needed for plug-in printers that are compatible with the 

Visual  • Ear. 

ManY local televiston stations have -provided stgned interpreting for 

at least a portion of their neWScasts  and  Otter prograMs,. notably 

thOse of a religious natmre,for about the'last.two years: While this 

is clearly less'àcceptable to.normally hearieg people than—closed 

captiontng, or Perhaps even open Caption'ing„i -Lis:eSsential that this-

service be increased, although. - many prôgrams do not-lend. theffiselves: 

to this kind of interpretatiohs'uchas many sports Oasts-, plays and 

"soap  operas" 	The  fact is that although captioned  televiSton is 

•probably:a useful educational tool there.wiil be, for many years to 

Oome, thouSaeds'of deaf . .people in the country  who . have Aifficulty, - 

reading, but not interpreting Signs. 	Because of regional-differences_ 

in  sign language, it may,notlè riarticularly valuable to have national 

broadcasts of the liems  and  other programs interpreted." It would 

be more usefuLto have 15-20 minutes per dayHinterpreted by regional' 

affiliates Of the major networks:: ,Cable , teIevision-is conSidered_to: 

be thelliost 'appropriate vehicle for'a'oohsiderable amount-of other local 

signed interpreting,(PosSiPly30 minutes.  Per day, haîf of it being 

broadcast in prime viewing ttme.) The hlgh 'density of 'cable reception 

in Canada (see  Figure  1) is likely,to g ive  this form of coMmunication'.' 

•a fairly wtde audience. 	It should - be born in mind by the networks and 

the cable -Companies that Signed interpretlng cbsts very little compared 

with,  for instance,  çaptiOning.: The main charge  is likely to bé the 

interpreters' fees.  
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r aptioning, which appeals both to the deaf and the hard of hearing, 

is a much more .complex issue. 	It has been argued that Canada should 

develop its own technology, and avoid reliance on that in use in 

America. 	This position has been advanced for some time, but 

particularly since the development of Telidon over a year aao, but the 

writers feel that 	it  would be inappropriate. 	Work  done in the 

United States_is at such an advanced stage, and much of its television 

crosses. the Canadian bordernow and will continue to do so even in a 

closed format. 	It is picked up by the cable stations and made 

available across the country. 	Moreover, a decoder is about to be on 

the market in the United States and will presumably be available to 

' Canadians if given C.S.A. approval. 	Early in 1980 about five hours 

a week of prime time television will be broadcast by three of the four 

major networks in the United States and the:newly created National 

Captioning Institute in Washington has 'received a grant of $3,500,000 

this year and has been promised another $2,500,000 for the next 

financial year. 	In addition, a great deal of money has already been 

put ill -to the development' of closed captioning by the public broad- 

casting system, notably at WGBH in Boston. 	Making captions is extremely 

expensive, and it is estimated that the cost of captioning one hour 

of programming is about $2,000. 

Clearly, funds will have to be made available by the 1federàl , and 

perhaps to some extent the provincial, governments for the provision 

of decoders. 	Phe rationale behind closed captioning is that most .people 

do not need or want captions, and they should not appear on their 

screens . 	In order to view them in this "closed" mode, it is necessary 

to have a decoder either attached to a television set or built into it 

The cost of the former is about $250 to $300 American and the latter 

$75 to $100 American.o These can, at best, be regarded as baseline 

figures because of the Canadian dollar being markedly lower than the 

American in value. 	However, they are to be sold in the United States 

without any retail profit. 
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Another reason for suggesting that the Canadian networks should not 

be required to provide more than a small amount of national or regional 

news, for which captioning consoles will have to be bought or contracts 

given to the National Captioning Institute for captioning Canadian 

news and transmitting it on line, is that the savings made by utilizing 

American material could, and should, be set aside to subsidize the 

purchase of decoders and Visual Ears. 

Closed captioning operates by means of using, at present, line 21 of 

the TV vertical blankiffg interval, which does not normally carry video 

data. 	There seems to be good agreement among those concerned that line 

21 should also be used in Canada. 	The question arises as to whether it 

should be solely dedicated to captions for the deaf or also made 

available for use by other minority groups. 	As, even with present 

technology, captioning occupies only some 40% of the available field 

time,it should not be solely dedicated for the purposes of captioning 

in perpettiity. However, to insure that it remains available for the use 

of captioning alone for an extended trial period, reaulations should be 

made preventing any other use of it for a period of about three.years 

after which one would expect that it could be shared for other purposes. 

The assumption  ha  s been made in the United States that the extensive 

use of closed captioning, scheduled to start  in  March 1980, will become 	11 

financially self-supporting in about three years. 	Unfortunately, because 

of the relatively'small size of the Canadian population, such.an 

assumption cannot be made with regard to this country. 	Advertising 

revenue will, eventually, provide a substantial  amont of income 

but it is not possible, at this time, to predict that Canadian captioning 	11 

will, or will not, eventually be self-supporting. 	However, it should 

be born in mind that the American decoders will be able to open more 

than one signal. 	In principle there is no reason why the same units 

should not be used for French translations of English texts and vice 

versa, thereby increasing the commercial potential of the decoders 

considerably. 

.The,results of'the survey reported above, and the Opinions— of those 

knowledgeable in the field, sug.gest that the deaf are very badly 

1 



serviced with regard to interpreting in this country. 	A recent 

proposal by the Ontario Association of the Deaf and the Canadian 

Hearing Society (Clark 1979) states that the deaf should have "equal 

access to the services of courts, law officers, hospitals, mental 

health services, education at all levels, apprenticeship training, 

consumer situations, meetings and conferences, social workers and 

community service situations..." 	Indeed, it is evident that many deaf 

people do not really know what a good interpreter is, and that they 

are not merely individuals with some skill in sign language. 	In a 

court of law, for instance, someone who is extremely skilled is needed 

if adequate comprehension is to take place between the hearing and 

° deaf parties. 	The Clark report suggests that there should be one 

,.full-time , interpreter for e,Very 200 :deaf  people  to be s.e.h/edf. 



10. 	RECOMMENDATIONS  

(The first four recommendations relate to administration with clear 

implications for the area of communication. 	Services for the handicapped 

have grown without structure and cohesion in many areas, to the distinct 

disadvantage of the populations for whom they have been created. 	It 

does not seem possible to progress speedily and logically, unless the 

administration of services and facilities is rationalized at federal, 

provincial and municipal levels). 

10.1. 

The main recommendation that this report makes is that a bill be 

introduced into Parliament to enact the creation of a Ministry for 

the Disabled. 	While not asserting that the hearing-impaired are 

significantly less served than some other handicapped , !groups, the, sample 

interviewed was so disadvantaged that much high profile  co-ordinatio n

and provision of facilities needs to be carried out immediately. 

102. 

The neW Ministry would take over many of the functions now carried 

out by other departments of government, and would relate to the 

hearing-impaired constituency primarily through the Canadian 

Co-ordinating Council on Deafness. 

, 	10;3. 	• 	, 	 • 
The Counci'l should submit to the Ministxy, on an annual  bais, an 

inventory of short and long-term service requirements of the Kearing- 

impaired: 

10.4. 	 . 

The Council should be considerably strengthened in terms of funding, 

staffing and the building up of strong provincial councils affiliated 

to it. 

10.5. 

The Canadian Radio, Television and Telecommunications Commission should 

undertake the following tasks as soon as is reasonably possible: 

10.5.1 	Require all telephone companies to submit a statement of 

revenues devoted to promoting the use of special devices 

for the hearing-impaired for the years 1976 to 1977, and 

1977 to 1979 and to do this for several more years. 
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•1 

Require al 1 telephone companies to make bui 1 t- in 

ahplification, acousti c coupl ing , visual , and high volume 

audible, "ringing devices" of recogni zed qual i ty , avai 1 abl e 

free of purchase, rental , installation or repair costs , to 

any hearing-impaired person who needs them upon the 

Production of a physicians' certificate and require a 

set portion of their revenues, to be devoted to advertising • 

such services. 	(An exception to this recommendation 

would be those companies felt by the Commission to be 

already providing the same qual ity of service and spending 

an appropriate amount on advertising). 

10.5.3 	Require telephone companies to purchase and distribute 

Visual Ears , and eventual ly simi 1 ar equipment that becomes 

available from other  sources,  at a price 'agreed wi th the 

distributor or distributors. 	These should be made 

available at the same purchase, rental ,  installation and 

repair rates of the most basic telephone carried by each 

company. 	Such rates would also apply to businesses , 

Phys i ci ans 	offices, police  detachments , hospitals , et c . 

who request the installation of TTY' s for communicating 

wi th the deaf. 

10.5.4 	Require the companies to charge al 1  long-distancé  call s 

on any TTY at 25% of the rate for  regular cal 1 s. 

10.5.5 Require them to have their sales  installation  staff trained 

in the use of conventional tel ephones and their adaptations 

for the hard of hearing , and in deal ing wi th TTY operation. 

Such training shoul d be given to new staff every two years. 

The competence of empl oyees shoul d be examined by outside 

experts. 

10.5.6 ' -Advi se the two mai n networks that it wi 1 1 requi re them 

to provi de five hours of closed captioning , per week t in 

prime vi ewing time before the end of September, 1980,   and 

advi se them al so that they wi 1 1 be requi red to provide 

more captioned tel evi si on after 1981 or 1982. 	These 

recommendations apply to C. T. V . and to both the French and 

Engl ish networks of C. B. C wi th more than fi ve hours being 

capti oned in the future. 

1 
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Relax the regulations which currently govern the amount of 

non-Canadian content that can be shown on television in the 

case of the networks that fully comply with the suggested 

ruling of five hours captioning time per week initially. 

10.5.8 Require all television networks to provide signed 

interpreting for at least 15 minutes per day during one 

or more national newcasts apart from those that are 

captioned. 	This interpreting would usually be put on at 

the head end. 

10.5.9 Require all cable stations to provide, on a community 

channel, at least 30 minutes of other programming per day 

at different times than the news broadcasts referred to 

using signed interpreting. 

The government should subsidize the cost of , decoders, whether, bought 

or leased, to as large a degree as possible. 	If this requires co- 

operation with, and financing by, p'rovincial governments they should 

be involved in the planning process as early as possible. 

10.7. 

The federal government should, with advise from the Canadian Co-

ordinating Council on Deafness, draw up a blueprint for the upgrading 

of interpreter services and enter into discussions with provincial 

and municipal le.vels of government to insure that there are adequate 

facilities for the training of interpreters and that national or 

provincial salary scales are established. 	All interpreter services 

should be provided free of charge unless required for purely social 

purposes. 

10.8. 

The Canadian Co-ordinating Council and its provincial affiliates should 

draw the attention of the heartng-impaired population in Canada to the 

alarm and safety devices currently available, such as those that can 

be obtained from the Canadian Hearing Society. 
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The existence of .alarm and safety devices should be made known to the 

entire hearing-impaired population by the C.C'.CA..a.nd .  the Provincial 

Councils advertisiq them in local news>pa'Pe'rs,if necessary., The 

Council should also set up three co-ordinating  research and develbpment 

centres to further.the development of these de'vices. 

- objectively monitor future developments 

- carry out market surveys to determine the long-term needs for 

decoders and the advertising revenue captioning will ràise 

- examine in detail the needs for, and costs of, "home-made" 

Canadian captioning vis a vis importing material from the 

United states and 

- explore the possibility of inviting the National Captioning 

Institute in Washington to set up a "branch" in Canada for a 

period of one or two years, under contract, in order to expedite 

developments in this country. 

10.10. 

Although most of the engineering research into closed captioning has 

been done, and this report represents a broad initial survey,  of the 

personal needs for captioning in Canada, further studies are required 

II • to  
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(613 )  547-5743 (T,T.Y.) 
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- 	(613) 728-0954 (T.TY.) 	- 

HumaàCommunication Unit 
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Queen's University, ià conjunction withtheCanadian Co-ordinating 
Council Op Deafness, ,the  Provincial  Councils and UniversitteS'of 
Alberta and Moùnt-Allison, is:currently cOndücting studies  of the  
needs of:hearing-iMpaired CanadiariS over t'he'age of sixteeff.for. 
communication services and deVices'. YThis  ts'leing'done ùnder-two 
contractS 	One, sponsored:by the federal Department of. Communica -- 
tions,'coVers the whole of Canada.. The other is sponSored by Bell 

Canada, ancLrelates tO Quebec and - Untario only. 

In approxiMately fifteen centres atross the Country Tersons knon 
to have:hearing loSses::are being contatted.with a. vlew t4:_their 
articipàting:in  interviews,  which will'be—darriedout  in  tieir 

 homes or in other  places of 'Mutual tonventence.-,:. : Yob are -  one of 

 the people being asked to'oarticipate - in this way:', - -Your tdentity 
ts hot knowà to anyone other than the . person sending You this 	' 
communication.  

If you are agreeable to being interviewed sometime between January 
and Jone of 1.979, it would be.appreciated if you would  complète ' 
the  attached form - andreturn it in -the encloSed ényelope 	Your 
participation will ensure that  as large  and -représentative a. group: 

' of hearing,impaired persons as possible Make their views kàown to„ 
the Queen's University teamhon matters.of  vital importance  to those 
with difficulties in' 'hearing.: These will 'include suciLiSsues as 
telephone uSage and adaptation; taptioned:television 	safety.devices,'' 
etc. 	- 	. 	- 

If you  agrée  to partitipiate, , your tdentity and the,answers yoù have 
given will be treated anonymOusly'by the-project'teaM; The  answers' 

you give to questions'will àpPear  in  statistital form onlY, with 

no identifying information in any  reports  submitted to the 'funding 
bodies by the Untversity , . or - in any. later  publications'. 	e  

Your co , operation'in this matter,  would be greatly. àppreciated. 

Yours'sinterely,  

	

. 	. 

	

. 	. 	. . 	. 

	

. 	 . 	. 	. , 	. 

	

. 	. 	. , _ 
. 	 . 

	

. 	. 

	

. 	 . 	. 	. 

	

. 	 . 

	

. 	 , 
Donna Vaghy 	- 	- 	- . 	. 	 . „ 	. 

-Prograllime-Co-ordinato,r' 	. 	.. 
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I (please print your name) 	, 
agree to be interviewed in connection with the surveys of 
communication needs being carried out by Queen's University 
which was explained to my satisfaction, in the accompanying 

My home address  is  as follows 

and  
letter. 

I 'agree to-being interviewed I:ere unleçs .l have expressed ,a 
preference for another lecatioL below. 	If there are particul-ar 
e'venings, or ,days during the week when it is not. ConVenient for 
me to be'seen Ishall indicate them below 'also'. 

I w111 alSo iermit the liuman:Communidation Unit to have access to• 
records of my hearing loss from official soqroes.. 

„Signeo:. 

Date: • 

PreferenCe for  location of interview: • 

• Preferences for times.of interview: 

numbers (please Phon,e 

Home 

ileMe T.T.Y. 

include area codes) as applicable  

	 Place of Work 	•  

	 Place of Work 

When completed, pléase put this form  in the pre-stamped:envelope 
dnd return, 



Appendix II 

Agencies Involved in Manning .the Siirvey. 

Provincial Councils 

moritréal 

Richmond Hill,  Ont., 
and 'Washington,  D.C.  

Vancouver  

TorontO,. 

Edmonton . 

Edmonton 

New  Brunswick  

AgencY _ . 	Base LOcation, • 

. Canadian Co-ordinating Council 
- 	oh Deafness Ottawa 

Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
Manitoba, Ontario, 
Quebec, New Brunswick, 

 No-va Scbtia, and 	- 
Prince Edw- ard  Island 

•Civic Hospital 	 Ottawa 

Ontario Mission for the Deaf Toronto , , 

Canadian Hearing Society 	 Toronto ,  

Montreal.Assoctation for the 
HearingImpaired (Westland 
Consulting) 

_Canadian  Association of the  Deaf 

Western Institute forfthe:Deaf 	- 	- 

Ontario Association for the Deaf 

The Alberta Department of Education 	- • 

,The University of Alberta 	. 

The University of llountlAllison, Sackville 



Deaf and Hard" of Hearing 	Edmonton 

Deaf 'and Harcrof Hearing 	' 	Halifax 

Sard of Hearing 	 • 	Kingston 

Deaf.and Hard of Hearing 	, 	Montreal 

Deaf and Har'd of néariàg 

Hard of Hearing . 

Deaf and Hard of Hearing - 

. Ottawa/Hull 

Ottawa/Hull 

Sadl<ville • 

Montreal 

'Montreal 

Ottawa/Hull 

Hard of nearing. 

Hard of Hearing 

Hard of Hearing 

Ontario Association for 
the Deaf (E) 

Western Institute  for the 
Deaf (E), 

Appendix III 

, 	Agencies Involved in Planning Sample- . 
Agency. 	, 	 Population  Served 	 Location' 

'Alberta Department of Education Deaf' and Hard of Hearing 	Edmonton 

Department of Speech and 
Hearing, University of. Alberta 
(E) 

Dalhousie University (E) 

#*Queen's University ,  (E) 

Montreal Association for the 
Hearing-Impaired (E,F) 

*Queen Elizabeth Hospital 
(E,F) 

*Royal Victoria Hospital 
(E,F) 

#*Civic Hoipital (E) 

#CanadianHearing Society 
(E,F) 	 - 

Hard of Hearing Association 
(E) 

University of Mount Allison 
(E) 

(E ) 
*Canadian Hearing  Society 

*Ontario  Mission for  the-. 
Deaf (E) 	 . 

Canadian Hearing Society l( 

Mt. Sinai  Hospital. (E) 

Deaf and Hard of Hearing 	.Thunder Bay 

Deaf 	 Toronto 

Deaf and,Hard.of Mearing 	 Toronto 

Hard of He,aring 	, 	' • 	Toronto 

Deaf 	 Toronto 

Deaf and Hard of Hearing 	Vancouver' 

# = Assisted in obtaining .names for pretest 
* = Sent out some or all of their own letters 
E = English; F = French 
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SifflEY OF  THE  -OMMUNTCATION 
NEEDS OF DEA'  PEOPLE 

NAM 

ADORESS: 

.PHONE NUMBER: (area cride), 

- T...NUMBER: (a  rea  code)  

LOCAT'S ON OF IN URVIEW : 

DATE. OF - INTERVIEW:• 

TIME .  OF INTERVIEW:'' 



SECTION I: Telephones,  Acce.scries  and Attitudes  

"I want to start out by asking'yoU a few  questions: about 

 your hearing, ioss,.and use or-Fhe*  telephone."  

1.1 	How old were you when you started to lose your 
hearing? 

T.2 - How inany: telephones do yoU  have  In vbur 

speci fY) 

15 

17 

O. 	None 
1. .  1 

— 2. 2 
3. 3 

4 
– 5. 	5 
4. 

6. -  Other (please 
8. 	Not  sure' 
9 	Mo response ' 

1.3 	Are you able to use the phone? 

	

- 1. 	Yes 

	

2: 	No (Go tâ 1.8), 

1 .4 	How do you use the phone? (Please explain.) 

l5 	About how many time s .  per week doHvou .use the Ph one? 

20 

r-7  1,6 	Is this as often as you Would like to  use the 
phone? 	. 

. 	Yes (Go to 1.8) 
2. 	No 
8. 	Not sure 
9 	No response 



21 

25 

26 

31 

Li  

1.7 	How many times per week would you like to use the 
phone? 

24 

1.8 	Do you require other people to make phone calls 	[1.1 
for you? 

1. Yes, all the time 
2. Sometimes 
3. No (Go to 1.10) 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

1.9 	How oftem do you rely on others  to make phone 
calls for you? 	(Suggest possible" - responses, 
always, sometimes, etc.) 

1. Always 
2. Sometimes 
3. Seldom 
4. Never .  
9. 	No response 

1.10 	.Please number in or.der of importance the  things 
you  require good phone access. for. (Rut a'"1" 
beside the most important, a "2"*besidé the second 
most  important, and so  on.)  

Calling family  
Calling the telephone company 
Calling friends 
Making work contacts 
Shopping and personal services  
fmergencies 
Other (please specify) 

1.11 	Do you have any p"roblems dealing with.the telephone 
company? 

1. Yes 
2. . No (Go to.Section II) 

Have  .ever dealt with them myself - 
- (Go to Section II) 

4. 	Have not dealt with them 'recently , 
(Go to Section II) 

8. Not sure 
9. No response 
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32 

EEI 1.12 What problems do you have with the telephone 
company? 



- 	il  SECTION II.: Teletype Usage  

"We will consider a T.T.Y. to be any unit, irrespective 
of make or brand name, that can be used for typing 
words, sentences, etc., and transmitting them bymeans 
of a telephone line which can also be used for receiv-
ing  •such messages on hard copy, digital displays on 
stripscreens, etc." 

" I have a few questions to ask you about T.T.Y.' 

2.1 	Have you ever heard of a T.T.Y. before? 

1. Yes 
2. No (Go to Section III) 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

2..2 	Do you  use a T.T.Y. unit or units? 

1. Yes 
2. No (Why not?) 	  

	 (Go to 2.17) 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

nn•nnnn 

7 

LI 2.3 	Which type of unit(s) do Yom use? (Please number 
the boxes, a "1" for Unit 1, a 11 2" for Unit  2 and 
so on.) 

1. A M.C.M. 
2. A porta-printer 
3. A vistaphone 

-- 4. "The Interpreter" 
5. The Magsat 
6. A T.V. Phone 
7. Conventional T.T.Y. 
8. Other (please specify) 	 

--9. No response 
--10. Not sure... 
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13. 

' 14  

•nn•nn•=1 

Where is(are)- the unit(s)?' (Please nUmberthe - 
boxes „; a "lg.' for Unit 1, a " 2 n  for !Jet 2, and 
so on.) ' 

1. At hbrrie ,  (Go to 2,6) 
2. ' At the* home Of a friend or neighbour 

. At  work 	-• 
4. 	In 'a community -centre . 	• • 
6 . ... At a p:ylice station :or some other 
• 'emergency" location ' 
6: The Canadian Hearing Society' 
742. , Other (please specify):' 	.  

7-  9-- No .  response- 	- 	. 

2.5 	Would you like to have a T.T.Y., at home? 

1. 	Yes 
--- 2. No (please explain) 	 

sure 
• No-reSpohse 

2.6. How often dces(do) the T.T.Y.(s).need repair? 
-.(Record for up'to three most commonly used uYts.) 

. 	. 
Unit 1 Unit 2: Unit 3 " 

1. More than twice a year 
2_ About twice'a 'year. 
3.„Les's thaPtWice a'year 
4. Never 

• 8. :Not sure 
9. No response . . 

2.7 	'Does(do)yOur r.T.Y.(s) print on paper or oh a 
.screen? (Record for up to three Most'..cOmmOnly 

• Used Units.) 	• - 	- 	. • 

Unit 1 .Unit 2 Unit 3 

il•nnn• 

1. On paper . . 
2. On a:screen. 
3. Other (please specify) 

8. Not sure 
9. No response 
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1 11__ 

23 

24 

4. Ordinary fan comes on 
5. Other (please specify) 

2.8 	.Does(do) the T.T.Y.(s) you use print accurately? 
(Retord for up to three mo-st commonly used units.) 

Unit 1 	Unit 2 Unit 3 

1. -  Yes • 
2. 	No  
8. Not  sure  
9. No  resPonse 

2.9 	About how many hours a week do  you  use a T.T.Y. 
,unit? 

1. Less than 1 hour 
2. Between 1 and 7 hours 
3. Between 8 and 14 hours 
4. Over 15 hours 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

2.10 How do you know when your telephone is ringing? 

1. .Flashina light on T.T.Y. 
2. Someone else tells me 

- 3. Ordinary lamp comes on 

8. Not sure 
- 9. No response 

25 

2.11 	Do you have any particular problem (s) with your 
T.T.Y-.(s)? 

1. 	Yés (please specify) 

. No 

. Not sure 

. No response 

26 

2.12  About  how . many people do you call on your T.T.Y.?' 

28 

2.13 How many people do .9. ou know who would like to have 
a T.T.Y. to communicate with you? 



1 
1 

1 
1 

a 

1 

30 

32 

2.14 	Do you place any long distance calls on your 
T.T.Y..? 

1. Yes 
2. No (Go to 2.18) 

— 8.. Not sure 
— 9. No response 

2.15 	Do you • have any problems with your. T.T.Y. when 
making long distance calls? 	 . 

1. 	Yes. 
- 2. No (Go to 2.18) 
— 8. Not sure 

9. No response 

2.16 	What problem 's do you have? 

2.17 	Do you feel that • you can use a T.T.Y. when you 
need to? (Only ask  if  person does not' usually 
use T.T.Y .) 	 • 

1. Yes, al 1 the time 
2. Yes, most *of the time* 
3. . Y es,  sometimes 
4. No 
à. 	Not su.re  
9. No response 
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35 	37 

LIII  
39 	'41 

ri EE 
43 
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-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

45 

3. Inexpensive 
4. Other (please specify) 	 

2.18. 	Please number in order of preference, places you 
would like to have more T.7.Y. 1 s. 	(Put a "1" 
beside the most important, a  11 2' beSide the second 
most important, and so on.) 

Home of relatives 
At home 
At work 
Police stations 
Doctors' offices 
Homes of priests and clergymen 
Cable television stations 
Telephone company 
Shops, 
Train and bus stations 
Take-out restaurants 
Homes of friends 
Other (please specify) 	 

2.19 	What kind of T.T.Y. display would suit you best? 
For example, would you like a hard copy printout, 
a one-line display or a T.V. -Type screen display? 
Record all answers in order of priority if more 
than 1 is mentioned. 

1. 	Hard copy printouts (on paper) 
Why? 

2. 	One-line screen displays 
Why? 

3. 	T.V.-Type screen display 
Why? 	 

8. Not sure 
- 9. No response 

46 

2.20 	What other features would you like for a T.T.Y,? 

O. 	None 
1. 	Portability 

-- 2. Small 

8. 	Not sure . 
-- 9. No response 



2.21: Please nUMber in order of importance, the reasons 
for which you need a T.T.Y..(Put a "1" beide—the 
most important, a "2" beside  the second most im7 

- pOrtant,  and  so on.) . 

Calling family 
Calling friends 
Making work contacts, 	— 
Shopping or other personal,services 
Dealing-With emergemcy  situations  
pther (please specify) 	 

No response 
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-) 

******************** ******* *** *********** *** ******* * 

Display .a:p.fcture of the Visual Ear, è pew, soon-to-be 
portable  . Canadian T.T.Y. 	,,Pg -r.nt to, and 

if mecessary, assist - with:the reading of theliet2of 
featureS. 	. 

******-ic.***************************************** 	55- 

2.22 	Would you like to  have one  of -these? , : 	' 
• 

1. Yes (ple'ase  cive  reasons) 	 

2. No'(olease give reasoms) 

8. Mot sure 
9. Mo resnonse 

56 . 

2.23 	Do you think that 16 characters are enough? 

1. 	Yee 

— '8.  Not :sure 
9.›  No  resnonse 

Do you think that red is a good colour for the 
characters? 

1. Yès 
2. Mo (pleaee sugaeit:alternative 
8. Nbt sure 
9. No resPonse - 

2.24 

58 

2.25 ' 	Would- you like a "hard-copy" pi.tnter attaChed t62 
- 

 
the 	t? 

1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Nôt 'sure 
9. Mo response 

2.26 , 	If you, had a visual, ear would-you wish to .carry it - 
. from  place to place (e.g.  home  to work) if nec- 
: essary? 

I . Yes 
2. 	Mo 

-- 8, Mot sure 
-- 9.  No  response 



doorbell or bU.zzer: 
smOke detecter 
alarm dock 	- 
Very loild phone bell 
very loud phone:light 

1. 
1. 

--1 . 
1. 

Yes 	2. No 	3. Not 
Yes --2. No --3. Not 
Yes ---2. No --3. Not 
Yes ---2. No ---3. Not 
Yes ---2. No --3. Not 

sure 
sure 
sure 
sure 
Sure 

Yes 	2. 
Yes 7—'2. 
Yes  2.  
Yes 7—.2. 
Yes ---2. 

No 	3.  Not sure 
No. 773. -Np't sure 
MO  3. Nôt sure 
NO ---3. NOt sûre 
No --3. Not  sure 

1. 
1. 

SECTION I II : Safety Devi ces 

" A number of commonly used alerting devices have been 
adapted for the hearing impaired. Alerting devices 
can employ signals such as flashing 1 ihgts (which may 
be used for a doorbell), vibrations or mild electric 
shocks (which may be used with an alarm clock) or very 
loud noises or strong smells which may be used in a 
fi re a 1 arm . " 

3.1: For each of the alerting devices ask: Have- you ever 
Seen or heard of thiS type of alerting' device  as 
adaped: for  the bearing imPai red? 	, 	• - 

For each of the alerting devices, oast:.  Do-yoU con- 
• sider this type - of device when adaptecrfor the hear-

- 	ihg impaired to.  be uSeful? 

3.3 -« Will you . .please rank these devices  in  terms , of 
general usefulnes'È to the hearing im.paired. -(Put 

. › a '1" - beside -  the moSt  important, a "2" beSide -
. 	the -  sedond moSt important,- and so on.) , - 

doorbell' or buZzer 
sinoke detector 
alarm Clock 
very loud phone bell 
very loud  phone  light , 

- doorbell or buZzer 
sMoke . detector 	- 
alarm clock - 
phone  be 1 1 
phone light 
Other (please specify) 



Will you please rank these signals in terms of 
general usefulness in devices for the hearing 
impaired. 	(Put a "1" beside the most important, 
a "2" beside the second most important, and so  no  

strong smells 
very loud noises 
vibration 
mild electric shocks 
flashing 1 ights 

_ 2. 	No 

20 

3.4 	Do  you  know of any other devices which might-be- 
, 	useful • to  the -hearing impaired?  

1. 	YeS (please specify) • 	 •  

2. 	No 
9. 	No response' 

3.6, - Do you,-know-.pf any other sign'als which. Might be 
uteful In deVides for the  .hearing impaired?,  

1 	Yes (please snectfn.. 	' 

9. No resnonse 

' 	29 

Do yàû 'feel , that you have enOugh 'alerting and 
safety. devices? ,H 

1. YeS- '(Go to 3.,9) 
2. So 
8. 	Not  sure 

NO response 



30 

Ela:E:E I What other safety or alerting devices do you feel 
that you need? 

1.- doorbell or buzzer- 
2- -  Smoke detectOr .  
8. 	Hearing aid • 	- 

alarm clock 
5. phone bell 	..- 
6. Phone light 
7, Other (please specify) 	.  

Not  sure 
. No response 

3.9 	Do you feel that specially adapted safety devices 
are readily available? 

1. 	Yes 
-- 2. No 

8. Not sure 
9. No response 

3.10 Where - do you acquire- most of the devices  that  you 
use? 	. 

	

1. 	Commercially in Canada 	• 
In 'Canada, through 'agencies for the 
hearing impaired 

	

3: 	From-outSide  of Canada  

	

4. 	Dont have any such devices ' 
8. NOt 

- 	9. 	No response 

3.8 

35 

36 



I . 	Y es 
2.. Nb 
8. Not sure 
9. No  response 

4..3 	Do you have a:televisi . on sét at  home?  

1. Yes. 
2. No (go 	4:8) 

- 8. -  Not sure 
9.. No response 

4.5 	Do yOu Teceive Canadian or Amerfcan captfoning?, 

1. Canadian- .  
2. American 
3_ Roth 
8. 	Not sure • 
	 9. 	Nb.responsé 

1. •Yes 
2. No (go  to 4.8. 
8. Don't know 
9. No . response 

40 

4.4. - Do any of the .stations  You receiVe ;:have daptiOning? 	: fl: 

41 

SECTION IV: ÇAnionina 
"This section is going to deal with captioning." 

"When a T.V. pgrogramme is captioned, what is being said 
is printed out across the bottom of the screen." 

"An alternative to captioning is super-imposed interpret-
ing where what is being said is relayed using sign 
language." 

4.1 	Would you use captioning if it  iere available? 

1. Yès 	 , 	. 
2. No_(pleasè explajn Why not). 	 

, -.(go-to Section- 
. Not  sure ' 	• 
• No responsè 	• 

4.2 . Have you 'ever seen captioned tèlevisiOà?' 



4] 

1. Yes 
2. No (go to 4.1 4 ) 
8. 	Not sure - 
9.- No response - -- 

45 	II 

46 

42' 
, 	

11 
4.6. 	About how.nany hours per week do . you watoh 	-- . 	- E:-.1 

captionecr TV? 

1. Less than 1 hour 	 I 

2. 	1-6 hours  
7-.12 hOurs 

4.  More  than 12 hours  
8. Not-sure 
9... No response 

4.7 	Is this as often as".you would like to Watch 
captiOned T.V.? 

1. -Yes (go tà 4.9) 	'- 
2. - 14 .0 - 
8. Not sure 
9. No response • 

. 	44 

4.8 	About ho  w-  many hours per week would you like'to 	11 
watch capttoned T.V.? 

1; -  Less than 1 hour 
-- 2. - 1-6 hours - 

3. 2  '7-12 hours 
More than 12 hours 

7-  8. Not sure 	. 
-- 9. No-respOnse - 

4.9 	, Da you understand sign language?' 

4.10 .Have you ever seen stgn language (super-imposed 
interpreting)  on  TA.? 

1.. Yes 
2. - NO (go to 4.14) 
8. Not sure 
9.-  No response 

Ask question 4.11  and 4.12  only if the person has  in- . 
dicated that they have TA. kthat is, they-.answered yes 
to question 4.3) ' 

*************************************** ************ * ***1i 
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4.11 	About how much superimposed interpreting - (sign 
language)-do you watch per week? 	- 

1. - Less than 1 hour 
2. 1L6 hours 	' 
3. 7-12 hours 
4. More than 12 hours 
8. Not sure 
9. no response 

•4.12 	Is this as much as you would like to watch it? 

1. Yes (go to 4.14) 
2. No 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

• 4.13 

	

	About how many hours per week would you li.ke  to 
Watch signed programmes? 

1. Less than 1 hour 
2. 1-6 hours 
3. 7 ,,.12 'hours 
4. More than 12 hours 
8. NOt. sure 
9. No response 

4.14 	Would you prefer regular captioning or super-im- 
nosed interpreting (signing.)?, 

1. Regular captioning 
2. Super-imoosed interpretina 
3. No preference 
8. Not sure 
9. Mo response 

4.15 	Please number, in order of preference, the types 
of programmes you would like to see caotioned or -
signed. 	(A "1" indicates first Choice, à  1t2" 
second choice, and So on.) 

Documentaries 
News 
Movies - 
Sports 
Children's Programs 
Serials 	 • 

Others (Please specify) 	 

Not sure 
No response 



am going to explain the difference between "onen" 
and "closed" captioning. With open captioning, every-
one receives the captioned programme but with closed 
captioning people can only receive the nrogramme if 
they have a special decoder." 

4.16 	Would you like to have a decoder when captioning 
becomes available? 

Yes 
2: -  No 	• 
8. Net  sure  
9. - .No response 



SECTION V: Interpreter Servi ces 

5.1 	Do you ever need the servi ces of an interpreter? 

1. Yes 	 . 
2. No (Go to Section VI) 
8. Don' t know 
9. No response 
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5.2 	Are such services easily obtained in the area where 	E 
you 1 i ve? 

1. Yes 
2. Sometimes 
3. No 
8. Don' t know 
9. No response 

5.3 	-. About how many hour.s interpreting ner week is 
avai 1 able to yoù at present?. 

O. : . NOne - 	• 
1. Les's-than 1 homr- -  
2. 1 --4 hours 
3. :5-9 hours 

- 4. 10-14 hours 
5. 	Over 15 hours 
8. 	Don , ' .t know 
	 9. No response 

5.4 	Is this as much as you would like to have? 

< 	1. 	Yes (go to 5.6) 

	

2. 	No 
R. Not sure 

No response 

5.5 	. About how .many more hours would you like to baVe-- 
per week? 

1: 	Over 15 hours 	- 	- 
2. 1.0 -14 hours 
3. 5-9 hours - 
4.. 	hours', . 
5. 	Les.s than..1 
8. Don ' t know 	 - 	, 
9. No , resimnse 

nn•n••••n•• 
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• 1.• 	YeS 	• 
•— 2. 	No • 	' 	• 

8.• Not sure 
9. No response 

1. Yes - 
2. No. 
8. - Not sure. 
9- No response 

65 

.5.9 	. How  well  do  You feel that the interpreters usually do 
_ 	their joh? 

66 

	

5.6 	- At:preseht; how do' YOU make it known that you: 
• . 	peed an interP,reter? 

- 1'. Making a regular, phone:call .••• 
2 ,  lising -  a T.T.Y•. Unit 	• 

• 3. Having someone,,elsa Place  aI  phone call 

for you. 	• 	• 
4. A combination of the above 	• 	• 
5 .- Other .(please specify) 	 
8: Don 't know . 

resnonse' • 	. 	/ _ 

5.7 	Are yoUr-ihterpreters - . usUally paid bY  à  govern7 
,meht or other agency2i 

64 

5 • 8 	Do you ever have to pay for an interpréter  your 	E:: 
self? 

1. 
2 

3. 

5. 
8.  

Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Variable 
Other 
Not sure 

e 9:: No response 

5.10 	Have you ever failed to obtain these services in 
an emergency? 

1 . 	Yes- 
-2. 	Nci. 
3. Never had  one  
8. Not  sure  
9. No .reSponse 
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5.11 	Number according ta greatest need, the 
situation for which you most require inter-
preting. (Put a "1" beside the mo5t important, 
a "2" bside the second most important, and so no. 

Child-rearing 
Other family situations 
Legal settings 
Shopping 
Hospital appointments, etc. 
Other medical situations 	, 
In church 
In general social situations 
In general work settings 
Other (please specify) 	 

No response 



SECTION VI: 	Costs  

How much WoUld you be willing to Ray to buy a 
portable 	like the visual ear? 

.1. .Lessthan $5n, 	• 
-- 2.  $50-  $99 
- 	$100 - $199 1  
-- 4• . .$200 -.$299 	..-' 
-- 5• .- $300 - $399 
7—  6. '0Ver $400 

8. Not.sure 
9. ..No response 	- 

6.2 - How much would you be willing to pay  for a d 
coder for a televlsion set? 	 ' 

1. ' Less than $50 
2. $50 - $99 - 

— 3: $100 	$199 
' 4. 	$200 - $299 

5. -  $300 - $399 
-- 6. Over $400 - 

8. Nôt sure 
-7 9. No response 

6.3 	How much would you be willing tp pay for some sort 
Of special alerting device? 	(le. a flashing light 
for a door bell.) 

1. 	Lessthan $10 
-- 2.  $10-  $24 

3. 	$25 - $49 
-- 4. $50 - $74 

5 • 	$75 - $ 99 
-- 6• . $100 or more 
-- 8• . Not sure 

q. 	No response 

6.1 



SECTION VII: Demographic 

7.1 	Sex (Do not ask,  record  only.) 

-- 

'I'm now going to aSk you some  questions  .about yourself.u• 

7.2 	When:were you born? 

1. Male 
2. Female 	— 
9. Not recorded 

6 

10 
Day 
Month 
Year 	• 
No 'response 
Refused to.answer 

13 

7.3 	Do you live within 15 miles of a city 
or more? 

1. Yés (urban) 
2. No (rural) 
8. Not sbre 
9. No respànse 

5 .0,000 

14 

7.4 	What type of dwelling do you live in? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

, .5. 
6. 
8. Not sure 
	 9. 	No response 

Single room' 
Apartmemt 	• 	- 	, — 
Condominium 
P.rivately ,oWned home., 	= 
Apartment ,  in their family. ',S home': 
Other (please specify) 

7.5 	How many :people iMcillding Yourself  are in  your 
house? -  

17 

7, 6, 	How many other peopl e .  in your household are deaf? 



7.7 	What is your relationship to them? 

7.8 	What:is your marital status'? : 

Single 
Married 
Separated 
Divorced 
Widow or Widowe r  
Other (please specify) 

No response 

7.9 	DO yoU work outside the home.?  

- 1.  Yes (please specify job and company) 

1.. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

77  6. 
9. 

24 

D 

25 

77  8. Not  sure  (Go  to 7.11) 
77 9. NO response 

2. 	No (--G-0 tq 7.11) 

26 

7:10 Is your employment full-time or 'part-time? 

1. 	Full-'time (Go. to 7.12) 	, 
2, Part-time (Go to 7.12) 
8. Refused to answer (Go to  7 .1.2) .  
9. No response (Go to 7.12) 	.- 

27' 

7.11 	What, do you do? 

1. Student 
2. Homemaker 
3. Retired 
4. Unemployed 
5. Other (please specify) 	  

8. Refused to answer 
9. No response 



T••••n• 
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L. 7.12 Into which 
(Show card 

category would your family income fall? 

.) 

1. Less than $5,000 
2. $5,000 - $9,999 
3. $10,000 - $14,999 
4. $15,000 - $19,999 

— 5. $20,000 or more 
8. Refused to answer 
9. Not recorded 

29 

7.13 	What language do you speak at home? 

1. 	English 
- 2. French 
— 3. Other (please spécify) 	 
- 9. Not recorded 
•n••nnn•nn 
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7.14 	What 'fo'rm. of communication 'do you  use  at home? 	. 	-E] 

1. Sign Language 
2. Lip reading • 
3. Both. 
4. Other:.(please specify) 	•  
9. 	No response. 

31 

7.15 	Do you regard yourself as deaf or hard of hearing? 	El] 

1. Deaf 
2. Hard of hearing 
3. Other 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 



7.16 	What type of school did you attend? (Place numbers 
in boxes beside responses to indicate the order in 
which they were attended if more than one was 
attended.) 

1. A residential school for the hearing 
impaired 

2. A day school for the hearing impaired 
— 3. A spécial  class in a regular school 

4. An ordinary class in a regular school 
-- 5. A college or university for the hearing 

impaired 
6. A programme for the hearing impaired 

in a regular college or university 
7. A college or university with nq 

special provision for the hearing 
impaired 

• Private tutor 
. Other (please specify) 	 

. Not stated 

7.17 	Would you like to return to schobl in the future? 

32 

s.  

, 37 

1: Yes 	— 
2; .NO (Go  to 	7;19) 
8.— Not sure (Go to 	7.19) 
9. No response 

38 

7,18 	Which  type of school would you like to attend ln 
the'futUre? 

O. None 
- 1. A residential school for the hearing 

impaired 
2. A day school for the hearing impaired 
3. A special class in a regular school 
4. A ordinary class in a regular school 
5. A college or university for the 

hearing impaired 
6. A programme for the hearing impaired 

in a regular college  gr  university 
7. A college or university with no special 

provision.for the hearing impaired 
8. Private tutor 
9. Other (please specify) 	 

. Not Stated 



9. No response 

7.21 	Are you satisfied with your education? 

1. Yes 
2. Somewhat 

— 3. No 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

7.22 	Do you belong to any organizations for the hearing 
imnai red? 

1. Yes 
2. No (Go to 7  .24) 
8. Nou sure (Go to 7  .24)  
9. No resnonse 

40 

42  

43  

--> 7.19 	What was your highest level of education? 

1. Some elementary school 
2. Completed elementary school (Grade 8) 
3. Some high school 
4. Completed high school 
5. Some post secondary school education 

(college, university, etc.) 
6. College degree or equivalent 
7. University, first degree 
8. University, some graduate work 
9. Other (please specify) 	  

10. Resed to answer 
11. No response 

7.20 	How did your teachers communicate with you at 
school? Record all responses if more than,1 is indicated. 

1. Speech 
2. Sign languàge 
3. Lip reading 
4. Other (please specify) 	  
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EMI 

tarE 
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E:D 

Don't know.  
- 9. No respcirise 

7.23 	To which organizations for the hearing-imPaired 
do you belong? 

1. None 
2. Canadian Association of the Deaf (C.A.D.) 

-- 3. Ontario Mission for the Deaf (Bayview 
Community Centre)(0.M.D.) 

4. Western Institute for the Deaf •(W.I.D.) 
5. Canadian Hearing Society (C.H.S.) 
6. Canadian Co-ordinating Council on 

Deafness (C.C.C.D.) 
7. Other (please specify) 	 

• Don' t know 
• No response 

7.24 	Do you. belting : to:any oth'er organization? 

YeS 	. 
— 2. 	No (co to 7 .26) . 

8. NOt  sure  (Go to 7 .2.6 ) 	' 
9. No response-: - 	• 

7.25 	To which other organizations do you belong? 

1. 	None 
7. Service organization (Rotary, Lions,etc.) 
3. Church organization (Salvation Army) 
4. Charitable organization 
5. Other (please specify) 	 

	

7.26 	Do'yOu have any  suggestions for telephone eqOpMent 

	

- 	or services which yOLLwould like to  have?' 
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7.27 T. DO you have any more - comments  • ou would 1 ike. to 
make on your telephone problem's or • nee4s?: 

: 



7.28 Do you have any more comments you would like to 
make on your communication problems or needs? 

1 



8.1 	Interviewer's Name 

8.2 	The interview was carried out main,y by using: 

1. 	Speech 	 , 
-- 2. Sign Language 

3. Writing 
4. Other (please specify) 

. Not recorded 	' 

	

8.3 	Length of interview (in minutes) 	.  

	

8.4 	Other apparent disabilities 	 .  

8.5 	Has this person reqùested a copy:of the  report? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

SECTION VIII: Interview Information  (To bC,filled out 
.for,eeryone) 

62 

III 

65 

I 	1  

69 



8.6 	Interviewer's Comments 

8.7 	Interviewer's signature 



Appendi V 

SURVEY OF THE TELECOMMUNICATION NEEDS OF 
HARD-OF-HEARING PEOPLE 	• 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

PHONE NUMBER: (area code) 

T.T.Y. NUMBER: (area  code)  

LOCATION OF INTERVIEW: 

DATE OF INTERVIEW: 

TIME OF INTERVIEW: 



SECTION I: 	Teleohones, Accessories and Attitudes  

"I want to start out by askjpg vou a few questions about' 
your hearing loss - .and use of the  telephone." 

1.1 	How old were you when you started to lose VOUY.: 

hearing? 

1.2 	Do vou have a hearing e id?  

\ 
1. Yes 
2. No 

II 9. Mo response 

*************************************************.k****** 

The following five questions refer to when  the 'person is 
not wearing a hearing aicL 	If the person has indicated 
in the previous  question  that he does have an aid, i.n-- 
clude the part of the question'in brackets. 	If.the - 
Person doesn't Wear an aid, exclude the oart of the 
question in brackets.' 

************************************ *******.************ 

1.3 	How well do vou hear (when vou are not wearinn 
your hearing aid)? 

1. 	Very well - 
__ 2. Can get by 

3. 	Not well at all . _ 
4 • 	Mot at all (Go to 1.8) 
R. 	Mot sure  
9: 	No response 

1.4 	Can you follow a conversation with people sneaking 
in a normal voice (when . vou are  not  wearing yOur 
aid)? 

1. 	Yes (no to 1.6) 

	

2. 	No 
R.  Not sure 

	

9. 	No resnonse 

1.5 	Can you follOw a conversation if neoole are care- 
ful to soeak very loudly (when YOU  are  not wearing 
yoUr aid)? 

1. Yes 
2. Mo 
R 	mot sure _ 
9. 	No resnonse 



1.6 	Car you hear the radio and T.V. wel 1 enounh to 
urderstand (when vou are not  wearing your ai d) ? 

l. ' Y es  
— 2. Mo 
— R

• 

. Iqot sure 
— 

 
9• .. No resnonse 

1.7 	Do you find that you have to turn the vol urne 
the T . V . or radio un very hi gh (when you are 
weari nq your ai d)? 

: 1.: YeS 
2; No 

— 8• . Mot sure 
. . 	9 .:- No 	p , resonse 	 . . 	 , . 	.. . 	 ., 

, 
*** -*****.***.***;),***** ****** -7k***** ,****** -  

In  question 1.8 to 1.26 , .you wi 1 I be as king the subject 
about certain  telephone device.s. 	If the person i ndi cates 
that he is fami 1 iar wi th a devi ce , check the anProori ate 
box bel ow . Then i t wi 1 1 not be necessary to ask about 
al 1 of the devi ces in subsequent questions . 

Impai red heari no handset Box 1 

Audible s anal 

Visible signal 

Acousti c coupler 

Other (speci fy) 	  

Other (specif.y) 

Box 2 

Bàx 

Box 4 

Box 5 

Bàx 6 

*************************************************** 

1 .8 	.1-16w many telephones do you have in  your home? 

	

. 	None (rio to 1.11) 	° 

	

1. 	1 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 	• 
5. 5 
6. Other (pl ease sneci fY) 
8. NO t- sure 
	. 

 
9. No response 



1 
1 
1. 

1 
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=LI 

1 
1 
1 
1 
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El 	1 

1 
1 

1.9 	Do anv Of them have any-special,featureS to aSsist 
the-hard of .hearina? 

1. Yes  
7—  2 -. 	No (noto 1.11) 
. 	 J. - I 	Don't know ,(Go to-1.11) 

Mo response 

1_10 Could you please tell me What'features they-have 
(Please check.all_the.features.)' 	- 

1. Impaired hearina handset (also check .Box .1 
2. Audible signal (also  check' Box 2') 
3. Visible sianal (also check Boxl) 

A.coustic coubler (also check BOx 
5•: 	Other (please snedify) 

- , 	(also 

:Othey: (91ease sbedify) 

(alsà .  check Box '6) 
• 	Mgt ,  sure  
:Mo resoonSe 

26 
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1 ..11 	How manY teleohonesAo you have availàblé-,to vou 
-,.in,your place of. work?:, 	. 

0, 	Mone,  (Go to 1.14) 
I. 	1 
2. 	2 

— 3; 3 — 
d'o 	4 
5: 	5 	- 

6. 	Other (nlease specify) 
- 7. 	Don't work (Go t.0  1  .14) 
- R. 	Mot sure 	, 

	

. 9. 	MO resnonse- 
-- 

1.12:: Do anv of them have -  any special featores to asSist 
the hard of hearfng? 	- 

T. Yes 
2. No ((o to 1 ..14) 
3. Don't kndw. (no to 1.14) 

	

-7-  9: 	MO respanse 



8 	Not sure 
-- 9. No'response 

1.11 -'Could you please tell me whatfeatùres they have?., 
(Please check all the features.) 

1. Impaired hearing handset (also check Box 

2. Audible signal (also check Box 2) 
3. Visible signal (also check Box 3) 
4. Acoustic coupler (also check Box 4) 

	

-- 5. 	Other (please specify) 

8 

"Other (please specify) 

(alsoc.heck  Box  

(also-cheçk'Box 6 

- ********** * *******-1,-******* *-k*******9e************. 

Ln  question  1.14 sày "ally other special- - feàtüres" if théy 
have  indicated-that-they are - familiàr»with 'some - features. 

-.Otherwise just say .  "any speCi.al featuPes." 

,** * ** ** ****** *7***** ************** ************* * ** * ****— 

you familiar with any (other) special features 
the telephone? 

1. Yes' 
2. No  -(Go to 
8: Not  sure '(Go-- -to 1--W) 
9: No response 	- 

33 
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1.15 Which ones are you familiar with? 

1. Impaired hearing handset (also check Box 1) 
2. Audible signal (also check Box 2) 
3. Visible signal (also check Box 3) 
4. Acoustic Coupler (also check Box 4) 
5. Other (please specify)  

	 (also check Box 5) 

	

. 	Other (please specify) 	  

(also  check Box  6) 
. 	Not sure 
- No response ' 



nn•n••••••nn• 

******************************************************************* 

Ask L16, only if Box 1 is checked, 	 . II 

** ** ****** ** * * * * * * * * ** ** * * ** * * ** ** * * * * ** * * **** * ** * ** * *** 

1.16 How dieyou first learn about the impaiTed hearing 	• El 
'handset? 

L A friend 
2. "I phoned the telephone company." 
3. An advertisement (please specify) 

4. An association for the hearing impaired 
5. Other. (please specify) 

8. Not sure 
	 9. 	No response 

******************************************************** 

Ask 1.17, only if Box 2 is checked. 

******************************************************** 

1,17 How did.you first learn about the aUdible 

1. A friend 
2. "I phoned the telephone company." 
3. An advertisement (please specify) 

4. An association for the hearing impaired 
5. Other (please specify) 	 

8. Not sure 
9. No response 

******************************************************** 

Ask 1.18, only if Box -3 is checked. 

******************************************************* 

1.1, 8 'How did: you , › fi rst 1 eai..n about the visible  signal ? 

1. A friend 
2. " I phoned 'the. telephone company" 

7- 3 	An advertisement (please specify) 

4. An association for the hearing impaired 

3 9  
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5. 	Other (please specify) 

Not sure 

No response' 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 



4. An association for the hearing impaired 
5. Other (please specify) 

.*****.**,1,-**********************,***.*************.******* -  

Ask  1.19,  only , if .Box 

********************************le*************If******** 

1.19 HoW did  you fi rst learn :about  the  :acoustic ,coupler? 

I. 	A friend 	 fi 

2. -" I phoned the teleOhone: compàny.. > " 
• 	- , 3. 	An advertisement ,(please specify) 	. 

4. 	An association   ' for-the hearing impaired - 
-- 5. Other (please Specify) 	 

8. 	Not sure 
' :9. 	No  response 

, 	. 
*******************************.*******-k********* 

Ask 1.20 only if Box 5 is checked.. When you esk 1..20 
ask it specifically for  the  device the TespondentmaMed. 

**************************************************** 

1.20 How did you first learn about 	 ? 

I. 	A. frierid, 
"I phoned the telephôme -  company»! 

. 	a. An adverisememt (please specifY) 

4. ,An association for the hearing impaired 
5. Other (please specify) 	> 	-  

Not sure 
- 9. No response 

******.********************************************* 

Ask 1.21 only if Box 6 is checked. 	When you ask 1.21 aSk. 
if specifically for the devtce the eépion,dept named. 

*****************-*****.**********.***********.********>* 
1.21 	How did you first learn about 	' 	? 

1. A friend ' 
" I phôned the telephone .company." 	— 

17 .3.  An adVeT±isement (pl'ease speCify) 	› 

8. 	>Not sure 

9 ' No resPonse 



Mot .sure 	' • 
NO response 

à 

1.25 	Do you feel that  the acoustic'counlér iS(could be). 
• useful. to you? 

» Show 	subjeçt,pictureth* devices .  they - are unfam- - 
Urine etivelid eimplain whet,tt'elévices do. If  they  have 

inme *to partiçular,featurésluif It is useful to them.; 
Otherwise esk if it .could be tiseful ' _ 

1.22 Do you feel that the impaired hearing handset is 
(could be) useful to  • oq? 

1. Yes 
2. Sometimes 

-- 3. No (plea$e explain whv 

1:23 Do you feel that the audible signal 	is(could be) 
useftil to vou? 	' 	• 

1. 	Yes 
- 2. Sometimes 
_  3.1 No (please explain why not) 	 

8. Not sure 
9. . N6 response. 

1. 24 Do you feel that the visible signal 	is(could b 
' useful to you? 

	

1. 	Yes 
-- 2. Sometimes 

	

3. 	No (please' 'explain why not) 	 

NOt sure 
Mo resnonse 

1. Yes 
2. Sometimes 
3. No (please explain whv not) 

8. - 	Not  sure.  
9: No response  

: 	. 

1 
• 

':1  
• I 

I • 

1 
 1 

. 	1 

I 
El 

I 
• 1 

not) 



1.26 you have any di ffi cul ties using the phone? 

1. Yes, al 1 the time 
2. Yes, sometimes 

	

---- 3

• . 

	No (Go to 1.28) 
8. Not sure 

- 9. No response 

1.27 	What difficulties do you have with the phone? 
(Please check all appropriate responses. Be 
sure to record everything said.) 

O. 	None 
1. 	I have a problem holding the receiver 

- 2. 	I can' t hear it ring if I'm not in 
the room 

3. I can' t tell  if  the phone is ringing 
at the other end 

4. I can' t  tell  if I get a busy signal 
5. I can' t understand what people are 

saying 
6. I have trouble distinguishing voices 

- 7. I can' t distinguish male from female 
voices 

8. I have trouble understanding some but 
not all people 

9. Some people talk to quickly . 

- 1• 0. .Some people mumble 
- 11. Some people talk too softly 
- 1• 2. Other (please specify) 	  

99. No response 

1.28 	Do you require others to make cal ls for you? 

	

1. 	Yes, 	all the time 
- 2. Yes, some of the time 

	

3. 	No (Go to 1.30) 
8. 	Not sure 

- 9. No response 

1.29 	How often do you e'ely on others to make phone 
cal ls for you? 	(Suggest possible answers of always , 
sometimes and seldom, etc.) 

1. 	Always 
- 2. Sometimes 
- 3. Seldom 
- 4. Never 
- 9 . No response 
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1 	I  

company 

servi ces 

1.30 	About how many times per week do you use the phone? 

1.31 	Is this as often as you woul d like to to use the 
phone? 

Yes (Go to 1.33) 
No 
Not sure 
No response 

1.32 	About how many times per week would you 1 i ke to 
use the phone? 

1.33 	Number in order of importance, the _thi ngs you re- 
qui re good phone access for. 	(Put a "1" beside 
the most important, a "2" besi de the second most 
important, and so on. ) 

Cal ling fami ly 
Cal 1 i ng the telephone 
Cal 1 i ng friends 
Making work contacts 
Shopping and personal 
Emergencies 
Other (please speci fy) 

73 

1.34 	Do you have any problems deal ing with the tele- 
phone company? 

1.'  Yes 
- 2 . No (Go to Section  II) 
— 3. Have never dealt wi th them mysel f 

(Go to Section II ) 
4c Have not deal t wi th them recently 

(Go to Section  II) 
8: 	Not sure 

- 9.' No response 



• - 
What problem 4 yOu have 17N.the.telephone 
company?, 	' 	• 

74 	CI1—r-1 \ 0 



SECTION II: 	Nearing Aids and Telephones 

******************************************************** 

Ask this section:only if they said that they.have•a 
hearing •aid  in  question 1.2. 	Otherwise., go tOSection 

******************************************************** 

"I'm going tcy>ask .  you about Your ftearing aid and tele-
phOne usage noW." 

2.1 	How may ai,ds.do you have? - 	' 

1. 	One 
- P. Two 

2.2 	What-  make(s) Of aid(s) do you have? 	(If they .have 
aid -  for.both ears, out R  in the box beside the 
one for  right-ear and an L in the box beside thé 
one for the:left ear,  or if'both are the same put 
a B in the box.) 

1. Zenith 
2. Philips 
3. Unitron 

- 4. Maico 
5. Siemens 
6. Beltone 
7. Bosch 
8. Panavox 

	

-- 9. 	Topholm and Western (Widex) 
- 10. 	Opticon 
- 11. 	Telex 
- 12. 	Bommer A.A. (Rexton) 
-- 13. Acousti  con 
- ln. 	Fidelity 
- 15. 	Other .  
- 16. 	Not sure 
- 17. No response 

How..long have You Wo,rn your aid(s)? 	(Check  ap- 
propriate box for lènoth of time- using :atd for 

• longest one.) 

1. 
2., 

- 
t . 

R. 
q 

Less than 1 year 
1-4 years 	- • 
5-.9 years - 
10 years or more 
Not sure 
Mo response 	. 



	

2.4•• 	How• often 	.do you  use   your hearing- aid? 

	

- • 1. 	A .mays 
. 	2. 	11(...st of the  time' 	. 

	

. 3. 	rom time to time 

	

4. 	Never .(please exp:lath WhY..  not) 

Go to Section III) 
9. No response 

2.5 	How o !ten do you tiSe your - atd with the telephone? 

1. Always 
2. Most of the time 
3. Sometimes 
4. 'Never (please explain why not) 	 

2.6- 	Toesyour, aid have.a. telephone. switch. or T - switch? 

	

1. 	Yès 
—7- 2_ No (Go to  • Section JII) 	- - 
• 8. 'Not sure. (Go to  Section 	I r )  
	 9. 	No - res- ponse 

1 4 

2.7. 	Do you -  ever  make  use of yoUr .T-sWitoh : to watch. 
television programs? (Demônstrate• with tilUstra- 
tion.):. 

1. Yes.: 
2. No 
8. - Not sure 
9. No response 

15 

2.8 	How often do you use the T-sWitch wtth the - phone? 

1. All the time 
2. Sometimes (please explain) 

3. Never (-p lease explain-) 

to Section III) 
9. No response 

No  response 



1. Yes 
2. No (please exlain 

• Not sure 
• No response 
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2.9 	Does your T-switch assist you in using most 
private phones today? 

17 

2.10 	Does your T-Switch assist you in using moSt public 
pay phones? 	• 	, 

	

1. 	Yes 

	

_ 2. 	No (please explain) 

8. Not.sure 
9. No response 



1\ 3  

6 	7 

„ 

10 	11 	12 

E CI 
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SECTION III: 	Safety Devices 

" A number  of  commonly used alerting devices have been 

adapted for the hearing impaired. Alerting devices 
can employ signals such as flashing lihgts (which may 

be used for a doorbell), vibrations or mild electric 
shocks (which may be used with an alarm clock) or very 
loud noises or strong smells which may be used in a 
fi re alarm." 

3.1 	For each of the alerting devices ask: Have you ever 
seen or heard of this type of alerting device as 
adaped for the hearing impaired 2  

doorbell or bùzzer 
smoke detettor-. 	- 
alarm clock 	• - 
very loud phone bell 
very loud  phone  light 

	

1. Yes 	2. 

	

T.  Yes 	2. 

	

1. Yes 	2. 
- -1. Yes 	2. 
- -1. Yes 	2. 

No 
Mo --3. 
No 7-3. 
No • --3. 
No. --3. 

Not sure 
Not sure 
Not sure 
Not sure 
Not sure 

3.2 For each of the 
sider this type 
ing impaired to 

alerting devices - ,' ask: 	Da you con- 
of device when adapted for the . hear-
be useful?- 	- 

Not 
Not 
Not 
Not 
Not 

doorbell or buzzer 
seoke detector 
alarm clodk 

- very loud phon'à bell 
very loud phone light 

I. Yes 
.:'Yes 

1.- Yes 
- -1. Yes 
1, Yes 

2. No 	3. 
--2. No --3. 
--2. No --3. 
—2. No --3. 

2 No --3 . 	•  

sure 
sure 
Sure 
sure 
sure 

3;3 Wi 11 yOu please rank tliese devi ces  'in  terms of 
-general usefulness ,  to the hearing impaired, .(Put 
a - "lm beside the most important, -a- ' 1 2" beside -  . 
the sedond'most important, and so on'.) 

doorbell or buzzer 
smoke detector 
alarm clock 
phone bel 1 
phone light 
Other (please specify) 	 



2. No 

1 

20 

22 1 

27 

29 

3.4 	Do ,\iou know of any other dévtceS which might be 
useful to the  hearing impaired? 

1. 	Yes (please specify)': 

9. 	No response 

Will you Please rank these signals  in  terms of 
gerieral us'efulness in devices for. the 'hearilg - 
ilpaired-. (Put a "1" beSide the'most important, 
a "2".beside the seCond most important, and sono.) 

strong smells 
very, loud noises 	' 
vibration 
mild electric shocks. 
flashing lights 

3.6 , 'Do you knOw of anylotKe ›r'signals which' might be 
useful in devices for the hearing impaired? 

1. ' Y es  (please snecifY) 

2. No 
9. 	Nb resnonse 

	

3.7 	Do you feel that you have 'enough alerting and 

	

. 	safety devices?' 

.1.1.nn• 

	

1. 	-Yes, (Go to 3.9 
- 	2. 	No 	 . 
-- 8. Not sure 
--  9: No response 



feel 3.8 	What other safety or alerting devices 
that you need? 

1. doorbell or buzzer 
2. Smoke detector 
3. Hearing aid 
4. alarm clock 
5. phone bell 
6. phone light 
7. Other (please specify) 

•••••n•...11. 

•n••nn•nn 

•••n••n 

8. 	Mot sure  
9. -  No response. 

3.9 	Do you feel that specially adapted safety devices 
are readily available? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
8. Not sure 
9. No-response 

Mhere do you acquire most of the' devices-that - you - 
• use? 	- 

1. Commercially in Canada 
2. In Canada, through agencies for the 

hearing impaired 
3. From outside  of Canada 
A. 	Don't have any such devices 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

•••••nn•••• 
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40 

41 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1. 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

SECTION IV: 	Captioninl  

"This section is going to deal with captioning." 

"When a T.V. pgrogramme is captioned, what is being said 
is printed out across the bottom of the screen." 

"An alternative to captioning is super-imposed interpret-
ing where what is being said is relayed using sign 
language." 

4.1 	Would you use captioning if it were available? 

1. Yes 
2. No (please' eXplain mhy not) 	 

8. Not sure 
9. No response 

4.2 	Have you ever seen captioned television? 

1. 	Yes 

B. 	Not sure 
9. 	No response 

4.3 	Do you have a television set at home? 

1. Yes 
2. No (go to 4.8) 
8. 	Don't know 
9..  No  response - 

4.4 	Do any of the stati.ôns you receive have captioning? 

1. Yes 	. 
2. No (go to 4.8) 
8. 	Not sure 

- 9. No response 

you receive Canadian or American captioning? 

1. 'Canadian 
2. American 

	

. 3. 	Both 

	

-- 8. 	.1nIà t su re 	' 
- 9. . No , response 

(go to  Section  y) 

4.5 



••••••nnn• 

45 

46 

\\/1 
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4.6 	About *how many hours ner week. doyou watch 
captioned T.V.? 	• 

1. Less than 1 hour 
2. 1-6 hours 
3. 7-12 hours 
4, More  than 12 hours 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

4.7 	Is this as often as you would like to watch 
cantioned T.V.? 

1. Yes (go to 4.9) 
2. No 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

43 

El 

44 

4,8 ,About how many hours per week would you like-to 
• watch captioned  T.V.? 

lialommoree 

1. Less than 1 hour 
2. 1-6 hours 
3. 7-12 hours 
4. More than 12 hours 
8. Not sure 	' 
9. No responSe 

II 
- 4.9 	Do you understand sign language? 

II. 	<----- 

	

1. 	Yes 

ilIJ 	

-- 

	

— 2. 

	No .(go to 4.14) 
• Not sure 

II 
	9. 	Mo response 

4.10 	Have you ever seen sian lanauaae (super-imnosed 

I 
interpreting) on T.V.? 

	

1. 	Yes 

1! 	
__ < 	2. 	No (go to 4.14) 

" __ 8. Not sure 
__ 9. No respons.é 

l!' 	
******************************************************** 

Ask question 4.11 and 4.12 only if the person has in- 

II 

	

	
dicated that they have T.V. (that is, they answered yes 
to question 4.3) 

******************************************************** 

II 



....11•n••n• 

'---->4.14 
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4.11 • About how much sugerimposed interpreting '(sign 
language) do yoù watch Per week? 

I. 	Less th.an  1 hotir 
2. 1-6 hours 
3. 7-12 hours 
4. More than 12 hours 
8. Not sure 
9. No response 

48 

[1] 4.12 	Is this às much as you would like to watch it?' 

1. Yes .(go to  4 .14) 
2. No 
8. 	Not sure 	. 

n•n•n 

9. 	No response 
49 

4.13 	About how many hours per week would you like to 
WatCh signed Programmes? • 

1. 	Less than 1 hour 
- 2. 	1-6 hours 

3. 	7-12 hours 
A. 	More than 12 hours 

--
- 8. Not sure. 

 9. 	No response 
50 

Would you prefer regular captioning - or super-im-
posed interpretino (signing)? 

1. 	Regular cantioning 
- 2. 	Super7 imposed interpreting 
•- 3. No preference 

8. -  Not sure 
. No response. 

.4.1 - 5 	Please number, in order of preference, the types 
, of programmes you would like to see captioned or 

signed. 	(A 	indicates first chotce, a "2" 
.second choice, and so :on.) 

Documentaries 
News 
Movies 
•Sports 
Children's Programs 
Serials 
Others (Please specify) 

...nnnnn• 
Not sure 
No response 



" I am going to e),(01 a; n the 	f 	rence h2tween "open". 
and "closed" caoticni oq 	Wi 1:h 51- .:-n captioning, everv-. 

one receives the cantion?d arrqr- me but with closed 

captioning people ca7; only recei';E ttle nroaramme if 

they have a snecial decoder." 

4.16 	Would you like to h?ve 	deti*iderlICl cantioni 

becomes available? 

	

1. 	Yes 

	

8. 	Not- sure  
f\io Tesnonse y 



SECTION V: 	Costs  

5.1 	How much. would yoù he willing - to-pay -, to buy a• 
- -form of  amplification" for your phone? ' 

. 	1. less than $TO 
2. 	$1.0 - $24 

$50 	$7,4 - 	• 
5. 	$75-$99. 	• 
5. $100 or more 
8. 	Not sure  r- 

No response  

5.2 	How. much would - you be willing to >pay for à 
decoder for',a teleyisiOn'-set? 

	

1. 	Less than $50: 

	

77 2." 	$50 . :- $99 	- 

	

7T3. 	$100 -;• $199 • 
4. -$200 - 
5. $300— $399 

	

r.6,. 	Over ,$40 0: 	' 

	

8. 	Not sure - , 
- 9. No résponSe 

.5.3 	. -How Much would you be willing to pay  for  some . 
- sort of special -.alerting device? .  (le. a flashin g . 

	

light for 	a door bell.) 	— 

1. 'Less than $10 
— 2. $10 - $24 

	

3. 	$25- $49 .  

	

. 4. 	$50 - $74 
5, $75- $99 

	

6. 	$100  or  more 	: 
8. .Not sure , 	' 
9. No.responSe- 
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SECTION VI : 	Demographic  

** ** ** ** À.* ******* Iilt********* **** ** ***IF * **** **** -  

6.1 	Sex (Do not ask, record only) 

1. Male 
2. Female 
	 9. Not recorded 

********************************************If**** 

'I'm now (16111g to askyou some questions aboutyotirs-lfi. n. 

6.2 	When were-you born? 	• 

Day . 	• 
Month 
Year 
No response 
RefuSed to answer 

6.3 	Do you live within 15 miles of a city of 5(1,0 ,10 
or. more? 

1: Yes (urban) 
2. 	Mo (rural) 
8. Not  sure' 
9. No -response 

6.4 	What type of dwelling do you live in? 

	

1. 	Single room 
— 2. Apartment 
— 3. Condominium 
— 4. Privately owned home 
-- 5. Apartment In their family's home 

	

6. 	Other (please specifV) 	  

6.5 	How many People including yoursel f are in .your 
house? 

8. Not sure 
9. Nor response 



1 	Stnple 
-- "2. Married 
- 3. Separated 

4. Dtvorced 
-- 5• . Widow or Widower 

6. 	Other (please specify) 

Clie•n• 

NO ,response. 

2. No (Go to 6,9) 
3. 'Not sure (Go to 6.9 
R.  Refused to answer 
9. No response 

6.6 	What is, yotir marital status? 

6.7 	Do you 'work outside the 'home? 

I. Yes (please spedify iob and coMpany) 

6.8 	IS your emploYment full-time or.part-time? 

1. Full-time: ( ( 1.0. to: 6.11) 
2. Part-time H(Go to  6.10) 

 -- 3• . Refused to answer 
- 9. 	No respcinse 	. 

6.9 	What do,you do? 

1. 	Student 
- 2. Homemaker 
-- 3• . Retired 
n•n••nn•ee 

4. 	Unemplo.yed 
5. 	Other (please specify) 

8. Refused to anwer 
- 9. No response 

20 

' 	21 
6.10 Into whicii category would your faMily income fall? (Show card. 

LI 

	

, 1. 	Less than $5100 
2." . $5,000 , $9,999 

	

3. 	$10,000 — $14,999 
-- 4. $15,000 - $19,999 

$20000, or more- 
R 

 

	

R. 	Refused.to  answer 
- 9. Not recorded 



••nn••nn 

...nn••nn 
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6.11 What language do you speak, at home? 

1. 	English 

•- 

2. French_ 
- 3. Other (pleese specify) 
- 9. No response 

6.12 Do you regard yourself  as  deaf  or  hard of ,heartng? 

. 	1. 	Deaf 
-- 2. Hard of hearing 
- 3. Other (please specify) 

8. 	Not sure: 
- 9. 	Mo response. . 

6.13 What type of school did you attend? (Place numbers 
in boxes beside responSes to indidate the •order in 
which they were : attended if . more than one was 
attended.) 

1. A residential school for the hearing 
impaired 

2. A day,  school for the heairng impaired 
3. A special class in a regular school 
4. An ordinary class  in .a  regular school 
5. A college or uhiversity for the hearing 

impaired 
6. A Programme for the hearing imnaired in 

a regular college or university 
7, 	A college or university with rio special 

provision for the hearing impaired 
8. Private tutor 
9. Other (please sPecifY) 	 

10. 	Not stated 

6.14 Would you like to return  to  school in the future?' 

1. YeS• 
2. No-(Go h 6.16) 
8. Not sure (o to 6.16)• 
9. No resPopse 



1. 
2. 

3. 

- - 5 

6. 
7. 

- R. 
- 9. 

30: 

• 1 
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6.15 Which type of school would you like:to attend in 
the future? ; 	_ 

O.. None 
A residential school for the hearing 
impaired 

2. A day school for the hearing imnaired 
3. A special class in a regular school 
4. An ordinary class in a regular school 
5. A college or university for the hearing 

impaired 
6. A proaramme for the hearing impaired in 

a regular college or university 
7. A college or university with no soecial 

provision for the hearing impaired 
Private tutor 
Other (please specify) 	 

- 10. 	Not stated' 

6.16 What was . vour -highest level of educatiOn? 

Some.elemefitary school 
Compléted elementary school  (Grade  8) 
Some high School 

• Completed high school 
SOme post secondal-y school education 
(college, uniVersity, etc.) 
Collège  degree 61-equivalent 	. 
,University, first degree 
University,  some graduate WOrk - 
Other. (pleaSe specify) _ 	• 

10. 	Refused to answer 
IL No  TesponSe 

6.17 Are you satisfied with your education? 

	

1. 	Yes 
— 2. Somewhat 

	

3. 	No 
-7 ' 8. Not sure-__ 

	

9. 	No response 



n•nnn•n 
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6.18 Do you belong to any orgaàizàtion for the heàring 	[1] 
impatred? 

1. Yes 
2. No (Go to 6.20) 
8: Not sure (Go to 6.20) 
9. 	No response 

6.19 To whtch organizations for the hearing impaired 
do you belong? 

1. None 
2. Canadian Association of the Deaf (C.A.D.) 
3. Ontario Mission for the Deaf (Bayview 

Community Centre) (0.M.D.) 
4. Western Institute for the Deaf (W.I.D.) 
5. Canadian Hearing Society (C.H.S.) 
6. Canadian Co-ordinating Council on 

Deafness (C.C.C.D.) 
7. Others (please specify) 	 

8.'Don't'  know 
9. 	No response 

6.20 Do you belong to any other organizations? 

1. Yes 
2. No (Go to 	6.22) 
8. Not sure (Go to 	6.22) 
9. No response 

41 
6.21 	To which other organizations do you belong? 

1. None 
2. Service organizations (Rotary, Lions, 
3. Church organizations (Salvation Army) 
4. Charitable oraanization 
5. Others (please sPecify) 	 

8. Don't know 
9. No response 

etc ) 

46  

6.22  Do  you  have  any suggestions for telephone equipment 
or services which you would fike to have? 



48 

6.23 Do you have a hv moi-e 	 VOii"Woul d 1 i ke to 
make on .vour telenhone :. oroblems 	needs? 



6.24 Do you have any more comments you.wbuld like to 
• 	Make on your communication problems> or needs? 
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SECTION VII: 	Interview Information  (To be fille.d out 
for everyone) 

52 

7.1 	Interviewer's Name 

7.2 	The interview was carried out . mainly by using: 

1. Speech 
2. Sign Language 
3. Writing 
4. . 	Other (please specify) 

-- 9. Not recorded 

	

7.3 	Length of interview (in minutes) 

	

7.4 	Other apparent disabilities 

7.5 	Has this person requested a copy of the report?. 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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7.6 	Interviewer's Comments 

7.7 	Interviewer's signature 



Appendix VI 

INSTRUCTIONS: TO INTERVIEWERS 

- Before interviewing make sure respondent is at ease. 	Use small 
' talk and discuss the questions to be asked only in the most gen-

eral terms, eg. length of interview, its confidentiality, etc. 

-.Make sure that'all appropriate questions are.asked and the Te- . 
sponse,recorded exactly as made and in exactly the way required. 

Go through the interview in exactly the order set out. 

" - "Avoid leading the respondent towards certain answers. 	Do not 
indicate expectation or approval of any answer 

.- Repeat questions or parts of questions as needed. 

- If explanations of terms or concepts are needed these should 
be given factually and clinically. 

- . Do not discuss other individual respondents or the answers they 
gave. Avoid expressing any views you nay have on answering trends. 

- Note carefully specific instructions about questions that appear 
on.the interview schedule 

- Feel free to tell any respondent who asks that a summary of the 
results will be made available upon the completion of the survey. 
Make a written note of those who want this summary. 

- If in doubt about any points in the interview schedule please 
contact the survey organizer immediately-. 	. 

Do not push to ge -U a response from someone who refuses t6 answer 
the questiOn; where  applicable  indicate "refuse to anSweT"'., 

- If any interviewee 'appears to have d-visual'cleficit (1.e'. wears 
glasses) 'indicate in the section to he fille,,d outby interviewer. 

- When "there is nà category that  corresponds to the persos actual 
response, writà in the comments that the >perSon has given, , 

- .Any statement that has Stars aTound it is an instruction to the 
interviewer  and i , s .not to be read aloud. 

If ansWer.is ob . vious, use discreticin and do not-askthe qUestion, 
for example,,' if the respondent is wearing  an aid, dont as_kt 
1.2, just  record the answer, but question 2.1 may still be neCes 
sary to ask. 	- 



••Ieral Guidelines for Interviewers 	 Paye  2 

- All  interviewers  will be issued with an identification card 
for use when the interviewée questions the interviewer's 

- association with the Project. 	 • 

11 	All statements within quotation marks are intended to be 'read 

' or closely paraphrased to the respondent. 01 



Appendix VII 

Ian • teti 

THE CANADIAN HEARING SOCIETY 

Day. 

' 

 

rue  idea e?<pressed - 

in the sign is  the sue' 

coming up  and 

 going dovvn 
Learn 

lice  idea expleysed 

in the sign is taking 

something out of the 

hand and putting ié 

into the head. 

Many signs.which are not pantomimes of an 
action are, nevertheless, very expressive of 
their rneaning. 

In these signs, the motion and 

location changes the meaning while 

handshape remains the saine. 



• FINGER SPELLING (As seen by the sen der) 
• 
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FINGER SPELLING (As seen by the receiver) 
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1. 
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